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We would like to thank President Carol L. Folt for giving us the honor and privilege of leading the Department of Public Safety (DPS) Community Advisory Board (CAB). As CAB co-chairs, we are honored to have been selected to steer this important effort for the university.

The CAB was created to become a crucial factor in ensuring an environment where everyone feels safe and respected. We set out to strengthen the trust between the university, DPS and the broader community, particularly in light of recent and ongoing events across the country that have underscored the need for transforming the relationship between law enforcement and the communities they serve. President Folt’s decision that we would report directly to her and the assurance that “nothing was off the table” illustrated her level of commitment regarding our role, as well as our autonomy.

Due in large part to the national urgency of these issues, President Folt tasked the CAB with undertaking an evidence-based examination of our public safety practices, including departmental accountability, transparency, bias training and hiring. During the past 10 months the CAB conducted 8 Pilot Conversations, 11 Co-Design Public Safety Sessions and 5 Kitchen Cabinet meetings attended by more than 700 people from across our university community — students, staff and faculty, as well as current and former law enforcement — to ensure our recommendations would be informed by a diverse collection of voices. We especially thank the hundreds of community members, students, staff, faculty, law enforcement, community and university organizations who gave us their time, experiences, expertise and valuable input to support the charge of the CAB during the development and deliberations for the recommendations in this report.

Whether you met with us individually, sent a message to us through our website, or attended a conversation, co-design session or kitchen cabinet meeting, we are so grateful for your engagement. Your collective commitment and passion provided constant reinforcement of our critical role in facilitating a positive relationship between the university and the community. We hope this process will serve as an example of the type of conversations that would prove useful in future efforts to address this important issue.

The community’s ongoing engagement during a lingering pandemic and the many effects it has generated have been an inspiration, as many returned in phase three of our work to learn about our preliminary recommendations. We thank those who participated in the Academic Senate, Community Feedback Session, Graduate Student Government, Kitchen Cabinet, President’s Senior Leadership Team, Provost Council,

Due in large part to the national urgency of these issues, President Folt tasked the CAB with undertaking an evidence-based examination of our public safety practices, including departmental accountability, transparency, bias training and hiring.
FROM THE CHAIRS

Staff Assembly and the Undergraduate Student Government feedback sessions just as classes were ending for the academic year. Your thoughts and comments, as you will read, are integrated throughout our report. We have deliberately paraphrased or used quotations that were repeated in similar fashions in a variety of contexts to preserve people’s confidentiality, but we heard you loud and clear: the need for there to be ONE USC experience of community safety equitably distributed to all is something we all need to embrace in the months and years to come.

We certainly could not have accomplished this scope of engagement without the assistance and support provided by Senior Vice President for University Relations Sam Garrison and Executive Assistant Alejandro Maldonado. Their extraordinary administrative, logistical and technical assistance cannot be overstated. We also want to extend our gratitude to Senior Vice President for Administration David Wright and DPS Chief John Thomas for their response to a voluminous data request resulting in more than 600 pages of documents, which helped facilitate the CAB’s deliberations on recommendations for the president. We are also appreciative of Executive Director for Public Relations Projects Eric Abelev and former Communications Coordinator Shannon Ward for their innovative creation of our website and timely development and dissemination of communications. Our consultants, 2ICP Solutions, were a small but mighty team of folks from around the country with deep expertise in this area, and we are grateful to them, particularly but not exclusively for their strong work with each of our subcommittees.

Finally, words will never express our thanks to our fellow CAB members for their time and commitment to the process of arriving at consensus around these recommendations. CAB members brought diverse experiences, expertise and opinions that were extremely useful for the dialogue we had on several sensitive issues in a respectful and effective manner. They did not complain when we asked for another two-hour meeting, then another the very next Friday, signaling how seriously we all took our role. All of us remain committed to this area of community transformation and hope this process will have a meaningful impact on the enhancement of community safety for all members of the Trojan community: students, faculty, staff and our neighbors.

Fight On!

Ange-Marie Hancock Alfaro  
Co-Chair, USC DPS CAB  
Dean’s Professor  
Chair, Political Science and International Relations  
USC Dornsife College of Letters, Arts and Sciences

Erroll G. Southers  
Co-Chair, USC DPS CAB  
Professor of the Practice  
Director, USC Safe Communities Institute  
USC Price School of Public Policy

The need for there to be ONE USC experience of community safety equitably distributed to all is something we all need to embrace in the months and years to come.
The ONE USC Safety Vision is an environment where:

Everyone feels safe, respected and protected from being a crime victim.

The diverse experiences and needs of all USC students, faculty, staff and neighbors throughout USC’s spheres of influence are addressed.

What does safety mean? Who feels safe and who doesn’t? What are the conditions that produce physical and psychological safety in and around the public spaces of USC?

The University of Southern California Department of Public Safety (DPS) Community Advisory Board (CAB) has spent the last academic year focusing its attention on two complementary definitions of safety:

- A safe life that is free from experiencing crime
- A safe experience navigating the campus and its surrounding locations free of being falsely targeted as suspicious, threatening or not belonging to our community.

Our work has revealed that we need to have what we have named a ONE USC community safety vision. This university and community-wide safety vision has two interlocking features. First, the ONE USC safety vision has a universal goal of ensuring an environment where everyone feels safe, respected and protected from becoming a crime victim.

Second, this vision recognizes that USC can only achieve that goal by addressing the diverse experiences and needs of all USC students, faculty, staff and neighbors throughout USC’s spheres of influence.

To implement this safety vision, we engaged in an evidence-based, community-wide research process, which produced two general recommendations: to re-envision public safety and to create an independent DPS oversight body. Our recommendations for how to achieve these two broad goals are grouped into four thematic pillars: Accountability, Alternatives to Armed Response, Community Care and Transparency. Within the pillars, 45 action items serve as concrete ways we can move forward as ONE USC.

One influential analysis came from a staff participant in one of our co-design sessions. She suggested that based on the diverse experiences of those in attendance with DPS and public safety at USC, there are really “two USCs.” While she intended to focus on the part of USC that feels safer with DPS around and the part of USC that feels less safe with DPS around, her description also helped us see additional examples of “two USCs.”

The University of Southern California is comprised of two main campuses that sit in the heart of Los Angeles. Like any university in a metropolitan area, those who are part of the USC community are simultaneously part of a broader metropolitan community as neighbors to longtime residents who stay far longer than any individual degree term.

We heard from a USC leader that USC has transitioned from being a commuter school composed mainly of local California residents to a residential institution with students, staff and faculty from almost every country on earth who live, work and/or shop within a two-mile radius of our campuses. Students and parents shared that their perceptions of the communities surrounding USC during orientation were different from the realities of what members of the community were telling us about their interactions with DPS and USC more broadly. These additional comments reinforce our conviction that all of the “two USCs” need to be reconciled under a single community safety vision.

The CAB Mandate from President Folt

The CAB mandate from President Folt focused on four broad and complex tasks:

- Help ensure an environment where everyone feels safe and respected
- Conduct a thorough examination of USC’s public safety practices, including hiring, finances, accountability and bias training
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

• Play a crucial role in USC’s renewed efforts to remedy broader social inequalities within our community
• Strengthen the trust between the university, DPS and the broader community

These tasks required us to talk with people representing all sectors of USC’s extended community; to analyze data (crime rates, DPS stops, memoranda of understanding and budget); and to participate in a community co-design process that ensured a broad contribution in the deliberations surrounding how to make USC an extended community that is both free from crime and empowers all members of the community to feel included.

Over the past 10 months we’ve engaged these complex questions of public safety as a multi-site university community. We engaged faculty, students, staff, parents, our neighbors in South Los Angeles and East Los Angeles, and safety professionals themselves in deliberations about what the future of safety at USC should look like. We reflected on the “two USC’s” analogy: examined USC’s public safety practices and discussed how to strengthen the trust between the university, DPS and the entire USC community.

We’ve analyzed copious amounts of data and conducted an independent legal analysis, which confirmed that USC is a private educational institution that lacks the legal authority to ban law enforcement from its campuses at the federal, state or local levels. We state this up front to address an ongoing notion that removing DPS from USC would render our campuses closer to a position that would eventually prohibit LAPD from university properties as well. We note this not to be dismissive of what has become an emergent perspective over the past decade but quite the opposite: as a reflection of the seriousness with which we considered this position.

We also considered the opposite position with equal seriousness — should we invest more money and hire more DPS officers to see if USC could get to a “functional zero” level of crime? Our review of the last five years of budget numbers indicates that this has in some way already been USC’s default position: the continuous efforts of an independent oversight body. Our analysis revealed three principles for re-envisioning public safety that need to be prioritized:

• spend wisely
• reallocate where warranted
• no solutions chasing problems

It is time for USC as a community to develop a robust, comprehensive safety vision that is appropriately positioned for the 21st century and properly allocates resources where our students, staff, neighbors and faculty would benefit the most from them.

2. Create an Independent DPS Oversight Body

Most would agree: any agency that investigates itself won’t typically find a lot that is wrong. Our analysis identified meaningful deficits in Accountability and Transparency that can and should be greatly resolved through the costs of contracting out to a permanent independent oversight body. It was evident through our co-design sessions and our deliberations as a CAB that a permanent independent oversight body vested with a mandate from and reporting to the president and Board of Trustees is an essential component of ensuring that both the more detailed recommendations are implemented and that public trust in the CAB process is preserved.

We contend that ex officio collaboration with members of the president’s senior leadership team is the proper role for this new body rather than reporting to them. First, this role has worked very well thus far as part of our current structure to offer context, expedite data requests and, wherever applicable, participate in meetings and subcommittees. Moreover, while it is tempting to suggest that the permanent body report to a member of the president’s senior leadership team (whether the vice president of administration, general counsel or chief diversity officer) we argue that the scope of work this new body will undertake requires a reporting structure that preserves unfettered annual reporting to the president and Board of Trustees, and a related but distinct annual report available to the general public, consistent with several of our similarly situated peer institutions.

At a minimum, we strongly recommend that this new board’s scope of work include:

• Advice regarding the annual budget for community safety and protection
• Independent review of complaints lodged against DPS
• Analysis and review of annual stops and other relevant safety data
• Use and oversight policy development for inevitable advances in community safety technology

To sum up: we strongly urge President Folt and the USC Board of Trustees to implement a process to serve as officers and to support a new independent oversight body.

OVER THE PAST 10 MONTHS WE’VE ENGAGED THESE COMPLEX QUESTIONS OF PUBLIC SAFETY AS A MULTI-SITE COMMUNITY.
feels safe. Nor will it be able to contribute to renewed efforts to remedy broader social inequalities. We repeat that this report is the beginning, not the end, of the conversation and/or action. We look forward to this process continuing in the way that it began — with a broad and diverse group of stakeholders committed to a community-engaged path forward to the ONE USC vision of community safety, policing and care.

[1] This approach is grounded in the scholarship of targeted universalism and intersectionality.

[2] We conducted an independent document analysis of hiring, recruitment, job descriptions and training policies; we also analyzed budgets, data on DPS stops, complaints and overall crime rates across a multi-year (generally three to five years) period.

[3] We note that the Los Angeles City Council approved a similar effort in October 2020. Implementation began in 2021, and is based on a widely known model from Eugene, Oregon, CAHOOTS. Eugene is the home of the University of Oregon, a fellow PAC-12 institution.

[4] That said, when deliberating on our recommendations, we met in closed session and ex officio members were not permitted to vote or otherwise “weigh in” on the outcomes of our deliberations. The conclusions reported here are those of the full members of the CAB only, not ex officio members.

[5] We acknowledge and respect the conventional practice of keeping certain aspects of safety confidential in order to preserve a tactical advantage over those who might intend us harm. However, we also find that USC is overly cautious in this area; similarly minded institutions like the University of Chicago, Northwestern University, Georgetown University and George Washington University all provide publicly available reporting beyond federally mandated Clery Act reports. We discuss this in greater depth in Appendix 4.
INTRODUCTION

BACKGROUND

Across the country and throughout our history, who is considered “worthy” of protection from crime and who has been framed as a “security threat” has followed disturbingly consistent patterns. The tensions wrought from this fraught history have periodically boiled over — in 1965 (Watts) and 1992 (Los Angeles), to the point where we no longer track by city or neighborhood, we now track by name. In 2020, the spotlight turned to Minneapolis following the murder of George Floyd. Many in and around USC’s community wondered: would nine minutes and 29 seconds of horrifying viral video ignite unrest or would it finally provide the opportunity to have the serious, inclusive conversation about safety that is long overdue?

In July 2020, USC President Carol Folt decided that USC would take the latter path. She announced the formation of the USC Department of Public Safety Community Advisory Board (CAB) and empowered it with a broad mandate:

- Help ensure an environment where everyone feels safe and respected
- Conduct a thorough examination of USC’s public safety practices, including hiring, finances, accountability and bias training
- Play a crucial role in USC’s renewed efforts to remedy broader social inequalities within our community
- Increase the trust between the university, DPS and the broader community

Co-chaired by Professors Ange-Marie Hancock Alfaro (USC Dornsife) and Erroll Southers (USC Price), the 19 members of the CAB came from a diverse set of perspectives on policing, race and community.

As anyone would expect in 2020 amidst a global pandemic, an international movement for racial justice and a contentious national election, the opinions we heard related to policing in general and DPS specifically, spanned the gamut of possibilities. Our CAB’s shared agreements included the confidentiality of our processes for individuals who sought it, the availability of the co-chairs to speak on behalf of the CAB and the commitment to executing this long overdue process right instead of fast. This prioritization of quality over speed was sometimes hard for people to accept — they did not trust that we would encourage or produce action, nor did they have faith that if they repeated their stories for the umpteenth time over many years, this time to a willing CAB, that anything would change. We acknowledge that well-founded skepticism, and note that we also experienced fear-based responses from others who worried that DPS needed protection from the CAB’s inquiring eyes, that perhaps we were a “solution searching for a problem,” or we did not have all of the “context” to understand some of the difficult truths we will share in this report. It is impossible to craft a report that will say things that every person will agree with in this polarized context, and we humbly submit that no quality report could or should please everyone in every way.

Recognizing and leveraging the diverse strengths of CAB members, we organized into subcommittees and began developing areas of focus in what is a vast domain of applied and academic research. We also acknowledged where several of us had major gaps and were able to rely on both USC and CAB experts to help us participate fully in our co-design process. We are grateful for the trauma-informed meeting facilitation training, legal confidentiality and community violence intervention presentations that developed our ability to effectively navigate this process in an efficient and respectful manner. We believe that any member of this CAB now possesses many of the requisite skills to serve on a civilian public safety review board wherever they may live, an unintended civic benefit of this process.

Finally, we also agreed on a consensus decision-making model, which is to say that we established we would not issue recommendations that a bare majority supported. In order to
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avoid undue influence from USC administration, we met in closed session (without ex officio members present) as a board over the three meetings necessary to deliberate about and confirm all of our recommendations. We wrote this report in a similar manner. We agreed to acknowledge and analyze the information and data seriously — both that which was provided by the broader USC community and our neighbors, as well as that provided by DPS — and we would search for areas of consensus to build trust and legitimacy that action could and should be taken. Many members of the CAB were surprised to learn of the issues where we disagreed and where we found agreement. We worked very well together, allowing us to reconnect with parents who'd already given us incredibly helpful feedback, encouraging us to create “Know Your Rights” workshops for students that complement the typical orientation workshops. We later found that several of our peer institutions already provide this service in workshop or online brochure. Last but certainly not least, our neighbors[3] pushed us to analyze both. Clery Report Data and DPS Call Data to determine whether off-campus students are being properly disciplined with code violations regarding alcohol and drug use, which spark many neighbor disputes. Spoiler alert: they are not.

We therefore want to reiterate our thanks to everyone who participated in any or all of the phases of our co-design process. We acknowledge that there were many opposing views, even if they did not come to the same Zoom meeting or show up in a particular breakout room. The CAB exercised our principles of consensus frequently to produce a report that was evidence-driven, community-engaged and committed to a path forward that will bring us together into ONE USC.

ONE USC

We work has revealed that we need to have what we have named a ONE USC community safety vision. This university–wide safety vision has two complementary features. First, the ONE USC vision has a universal goal of ensuring an environment where everyone feels safe, respected and protected from becoming a victim. Second, this vision recognizes that USC can only achieve that goal by addressing the diverse experiences and needs of all USC students, faculty, staff and neighbors throughout USC’s spheres of influence.[4]

To implement this safety vision, our community-engaged and evidence-based research process produced two general recommendations: to re-envision public safety and to create an independent DPS oversight body. Our recommendations for how to achieve these two broad goals are grouped into four thematic pillars: Accountability, Alternatives to Armed Response, Community Care and Transparency. Within the pillars a total of 43 action items serve as concrete ways we can advance as ONE USC. Figure 2 illustrates both the relationships between the vision, overarching recommendations and thematic pillars. It also illustrates in yellow the primary role we envision the entire USC community (including its neighbors) should continue to play in building out the ONE USC community safety vision.

We fully recognize that 10 months is insufficient to have addressed every facet of what the ONE USC community safety vision should entail. We are pleased to report that this exhaustive process collected the thoughts of over 700 people who took the time to share them with us via Zoom, email or submissions to our website. We thank them for their valuable contribution and hope they will continue to be part of the ONE USC community safety vision process going forward. We contend that the community-engaged research process that served as the heart of how the CAB developed its recommendations should continue as the work transitions to an implementation phase.

Notably, three of the four thematic pillars are directly consonant with the 2019 USC Values Survey. In October 2019, over 20,000 faculty, staff and students completed a poll inquiring about the values, behaviors and actions they wanted USC to embody. Of the six identified values, our pillars of Accountability, Community Care and Transparency directly reflect the Culture Journey’s embrace of Accountability, Well-Being and Open Communication.
Moreover we would contend that the remaining aspects of our **ONE USC** vision embrace integrity and diversity, equity and inclusion, two of the three remaining values. Continuing to engage the entire community in the development of the vision will ensure that the work is both implemented and assessed in a way that embraces the broader community expectation of the university for its role going forward.

The **ONE USC** community safety vision was influenced by a staff participant in one of our co-design sessions. She suggested that based on the diverse experiences of those in attendance with DPS and public safety at USC, there are really “two USCs.” While she intended to focus on the part of USC that feels safer with DPS around and the part of USC that feels less safe with DPS around, her description also helped us see additional examples of “two USCs.”

The University of Southern California consists of two main campuses that sit in the heart of Los Angeles. Like any university in a metropolitan area, those who are part of the USC community are simultaneously part of a broader metropolitan community as neighbors to longtime residents who stay far longer than any individual student might.

We also heard from a USC leader who reminded us that USC has transitioned from being a commuter school composed mainly of local California residents to a residential institution with students, staff and faculty from almost every country on earth who live, work, and/or shop within a two-mile radius of our campuses. Students and parents also shared their perceptions of the communities surrounding USC during orientation, which were different from the realities of what members of the community were telling us about their interactions with DPS and USC more broadly. These additional comments reinforce our conviction that all of the “two USCs” need to be reconciled under a single community safety vision.

As we will note in the next section, many people we spoke with feel safer in DPS’s presence. We repeatedly heard, for example, that individual officers have provided incredible professional service, up to and including Chief Thomas. We also noted that those who are aware of DPS’s successful community engagement programs like the Cadets program are fans of this work, just like many officers we spoke with in a dedicated session. The DPS officers we spoke with often feel most supported by USC when USC empowers them to engage with the community under non-exigent circumstances.

That said, we found some difficult truths that as James Baldwin would remind us, cannot be fixed until they are faced. Our focus on those truths and the road ahead should not be interpreted as one-sided or anti-DPS. We in fact stress wherever applicable how much DPS officers concur with our findings or offered helpful suggestions we recommend for implementation. Specifically, we want to flag that officer wellness, compensation, qualifications and retention are critical components of the **ONE USC** community safety vision.

We have organized the report to focus on recommendations first, then the data and legal analyses that support the findings overall. While we are proud to have engaged the full spectrum of views — from parents concerned about greater safety, to student and staff advocates pushing to abolish DPS, we did so with people who self-selected into our process. Thus, it is very possible that some views were missed. That said, we remain encouraged and indeed struck by both the diversity of participants and the common themes that emerged. We urge everyone to read the full report and to stay involved in the next steps of the process.

---


[3] We want to note that throughout our report, when we refer to the “community,” we mean the entire USC community of students, faculty, staff and neighbors. When we refer to our “neighbors,” we are speaking about people who are not affiliated with USC but live in and around either of our two campuses.

[4] This approach is grounded in the scholarship of targetedanthromology and intersectionality.
General Recommendation: Defining Public Safety

The idea of “public” or “community” safety has evolved over the last few decades to include the many things that law enforcement or quasi-law enforcement agencies are asked to do. More recently however, public safety has emerged as a way to describe “how law enforcement can serve as one tool in a comprehensive toolkit that helps to solve community problems.”[1] The Chancellor’s Independent Advisory Board of the University of California, Berkeley contends that its definition of community safety[2] “resists trade-offs between the well-being of some for the false promise of safety for others.”[3]

We took a slightly different approach. Rather than impose an external definition of safety, we asked people to collectively define public safety through their lenses of personal experience and how they envision it working in the future. The diverse large and small print quotations you will read throughout our recommendations section illustrate some of what we heard in our discussions that guide our findings. Our pilot conversations and co-design sessions helped us understand what makes people feel safe and what makes people feel less safe. We did not encounter anyone who was fully satisfied with the status quo; even those who acknowledged they felt safe frequently mentioned they had to trade on those relationships to get others quality service. One participant articulated two views: one involving herself — she has numerous strong relationships with people who work at DPS through her own occasional personal and professional situations — and her role as a mediator involving students. In such contexts, she feels obligated to mitigate what happens between DPS and the students, most frequently Black male students.

Our recommendation of a community driven, top-to-bottom re-envisioning of community safety articulates how we framed the 43 pillar recommendations. We adopt the term from DPS officers themselves, who are convinced that it is time to re-envision how the job is done and to get out of their comfort zones. Our co-design conversations with all members of the community — including DPS officers — also confirmed that campus safety is not the same as municipal policing. It was DPS officers who recommended changing the current job description, increasing the qualifications for entry-level positions, and making DPS a destination rather than a transitional department, with improved attention to officer wellness, training, retention and compensation.

We believe this recommendation is the most important tool available to preserve and indeed further lower the low rates of violent crime in and around USC, which we examined as part of a recommended peer institution analysis we conducted during phase three of the co-design process. The CAB concurs with the majority of participants in our co-design sessions: we need to take the “seed corn” that already works — including but not limited to DPS’s strong community engagement — and craft an infrastructure around it that better meets the needs of our entire community. This would allow DPS to focus on violent crime prevention and community policing.

Our review of successful models suggests both a vision and a tested game plan for achieving these outcomes. First, we applaud and endorse the university’s investment in cultural transformation. We recognize that the through line of these shifts is to move away from race-to-the-bottom analyses that focus on “what’s the least we are obligated to do,” usually to protect against litigation and legal liability, to a default position of “what’s the best we can do for all involved?” The CAB contends that any USC cultural transformation is incomplete without a concomitant cultural transformation at DPS. Our Alternatives to Armed Response pillar contains additional information and documentation regarding this re-envisioning.

We acknowledge that achieving a re-envisioning goal is a longterm process that requires numerous administrative changes. Going forward, we recommend that the entire
USC community (students, staff, neighbors, faculty, parents) conduct a community-engaged re-envisioning process to rethink and reorganize how to achieve the two parts of community safety — problem solving to protect people from crime and making sure all people feel safe from being targeted or traumatized by profiling. Our analysis revealed three principles for re-envisioning public safety that need to be prioritized:

• spend wisely
• reallocate where warranted
• no solutions chasing problems

In tandem with a community-engaged re-envisioning process, we recommend that the future oversight body we propose below take some specific actions in the immediate term. We found successful sector-specific transformation can be achieved through a two-part strategy of an external accreditation process that includes revision of all relevant job descriptions to be consistent with the one USC community safety vision, followed by a requirement of re-application by all staff to the newly designed positions.

Campus security accreditation is a necessary but insufficient process that can assist in the re-envisioning process and build community trust. Four of the eight peer institutions we reviewed are accredited by CALEA, a national accreditation organization, including NYU, which, like USC, is a non-sworn agency. As well, one of the most studied cases of culture change, the police department of Camden, New Jersey, has received wide attention in the last year of a successful cultural transformation that used a related strategy to ensure a smooth transition. We contend that USC should better value the principles of community care that are at the heart of campus safety (as opposed to the command presence of municipal policing) will also help in this regard.

A future oversight body has a role in promoting the community voice in DPS policies and program decisions as well. Community safety must be equitable and just for all, not just those that live, study or work on USC’s campuses. Ultimately USC needs to safeguard and be responsible for the accountability, community care and transparency of DPS, even as our neighbors do their part in meeting DPS halfway to build a strong relationship.

Our analysis of peer institutions found examples of oversight bodies at the University of Chicago, Georgetown and Northwestern that can serve as relevant resources. We note also that many of our peer public institutions have oversight bodies (UC Berkeley, University of Michigan, University of North Carolina) and numerous private institutions excluded from our analysis (e.g., their non-urban location or size) also have such bodies, including Cornell, Harvard and Villanova Universities.

We contend that ex officio collaboration with members of the president’s senior leadership ship is the proper role for this new body rather than reporting to them. First, this role has worked very well as part of our current structure to offer context, expedite data requests and wherever applicable participate in meetings and subcommittees. Moreover, while it is tempting to suggest that the permanent body report to a member of the president’s senior leadership team (whether, for example, the vice president of administration, general counsel or chief diversity officer), we argue that the scope of work this new body will undertake requires a reporting structure that preserves organizational integrity, unfiltered annual reporting to the president and Board of Trustees and a related but distinct annual report available to the general public, consistent with the transparency displayed by several of our similarly situated peer institutions.

At a minimum we strongly recommend that this new board’s scope of work include:

• Advice regarding the annual budget for community safety and protection
• Independent review and assessment of all complaints lodged against DPS
• Analysis and review of annual stops and other relevant safety data
• Creation and review of quality of service benchmarks with external contractors
• Oversight of policy development for use of inevitable advances in community safety technology
• Assist where warranted with practices of transformative justice

We acknowledge that the CAB could not grapple comprehensively with questions of the proposed body’s governance structure and mandated authority at this time. While some of these topics will require legal attention in the future, we urge the creation of a wide berth for meaningful oversight in light of both the seriousness of the work and the value it can bring.

“recommendations / general

It shouldn’t just be the police department, it’s divert some of these dollars that we have in other places to service these needs.”

“If DPS is not the right entity to respond, what is the better choice?”

Our overall analysis identified meaningful deficits in accountability and transparency we discuss elsewhere in this report that can and should be greatly resolved through the establishment of a permanent oversight body. In many of our conversations, we heard that reporting complaints directly to DPS was undesirable and even traumatizing. It was clear through our co-design sessions and our deliberations as a CAB that a permanent independent oversight body with a mandate from and reporting to the president and Board of Trustees is an essential part of ensuring that both the more detailed recommendations are implemented and that public trust in the CAB process is preserved.

While USC has done an extraordinary job in promoting resources and programs that are available to the community, many community members perceive USC to be an unwelcoming environment. As we transition to a world with minimal COVID-19 transmission and physical constraints, we would hope that the DPS foot patrols, which are seen as beneficial by officers, as well as in many in the community, would work to reverse these perceptions. In that regard, foot patrols are a foundational process that has always served public safety agencies well over many years, as they pursue enhanced community engagement.

Having officers who understand deeply the principles of community care that are at the heart of campus safety (as opposed to the command presence of municipal policing) will also help in this regard.

A future oversight body has a role in promoting the community voice in DPS policies and program decisions as well. Community safety must be equitable and just for all, not just those that live, study or work on USC’s campuses. Ultimately USC needs to safeguard and be responsible for the accountability, community care and transparency of DPS, even as our neighbors do their part in meeting DPS halfway to build a strong relationship.
provide to ensuring that accountability, alternatives to armed force, community care and transparency become the center of the **ONE USC** community safety vision and move the university closer to the values and culture it purports to embrace.

A future oversight body should also reflect the diversity of campus stakeholders and also consider how it can leverage campus systems and structures already ingrained in making change in the process. Inclusion of advisory board members from Undergraduate Student Government (USG), Graduate Student Government (GSG), Staff Assembly, Academic Senate or the Provost Council would build inclusivity in the process and allow for broader engagement. The oversight body should also consider how outspoken neighbors and those who are often complained about, such as Greek life members, can be included to bridge the divide between these entities through community-based problem solving.

In the future, we believe that the forthcoming oversight body must play a crucial role in ensuring that we have improved communication with all stakeholders about DPS and all of our campus safety operations by continuing to engage with the community in a variety of ways, including hosting listening sessions, holding “town halls” to discuss DPS operations, conducting “report card” surveys of stakeholders and maintaining an easy-to-navigate website with links to where community members can find information about DPS.

We also believe that this body will be essential in ensuring transparency concerning DPS’s campus safety operations. It can do that by monitoring the ways that DPS disseminates information to ensure its accuracy and that DPS fairly represents its operations and accurate crime statistics.

---


[2] “As it is written in our charge, community safety means: 1) that those who are public servants charged with serving and protecting do so in ways that are consistent with the University’s stated values and the highest standards of professional conduct and consistency; 2) that all students are safe from arbitrary, unexamined, unrestrained and/or excessive acts of surveillance, bodily intrusion, psychological harm or violence at the hands of law enforcement on and near campus; and 3) that campus representatives center the holistic wellness and inclusion of vulnerable campus communities (e.g. Black, Indigenous, Latinx, Undocumented, formerly incarcerated, LGBTQ, etc.) in their interactions.” 2019-2020 Annual Report, p. 11.

[3] Ibid.


[5] That said, when deliberating on our recommendations, we met in closed session and **ex officio** members were not permitted to vote or otherwise “weigh in” on the outcomes of our deliberations. The conclusions reported here are those of the full members of the CAB only, not **ex officio** members.

[6] We acknowledge and respect the conventional practice of keeping certain aspects of safety confidential in order to preserve a tactical advantage over those who might intend us harm. However, we also find that USC is overly cautious in this area; similarly situated institutions like the University of Chicago, Northwestern University, Georgetown University and George Washington University **do** provide publicly available reporting **based** on federally mandated Clery Act reports. We discuss this need for transparency in greater depth in Appendix 4.

Accountability

Introduction

According to the Department of Justice’s Presidential Task Force on 21st Century Policing, having a culture of accountability is a key component of building trust and legitimacy.

Table of Recommendations: Accountability

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Goal Terms</th>
<th>Immediate</th>
<th>Medium</th>
<th>Long</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3. USC: Create a public policy statement about the seriousness of racial profiling by DPS, students, faculty, staff, and members and visitors. Statement should include that racial profiling will not be tolerated as a false complaint, nor will it be tolerated for a subjective suspicious stop in the case of DPS.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. DPS and USC: Ensure that sustained complaints or reports of bias, discrimination or profiling – or sustained misconduct investigations involving the same – can result in the termination of employment.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. DPS: Develop and provide a Community Engagement Card or QR code, to be furnished to everyone who has an interaction with DPS personnel, which will provide an opportunity to forward information (e.g., commendation, complaint, quality of service) to DPS.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. DPS: Log sufficient information to analyze the percentage of each officer’s investigative stops in which the detained individual was found to be engaging in criminal activity.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. DPS: Record all self-initiated field contacts with persons in a computerized daily log. This should include reason for contact, outcome of interaction, and any potential conflicts. These reports should be submitted at the end of each shift.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. DPS: Create a database that logs/identifies officers who have committed racial profiling stop offenses, and/or who have been re-assigned from duty. This database should be one that is accessible for annual USC public reporting, and also shared with local and centralized professional background check hubs – not just those tied to officer background checks.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. USC: Engage in a thorough review of the Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) between USC (DPS) and the City of Los Angeles (LAPD) to ensure the MOU reflects the ONE USC community safety union.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. DPS: Adopt a clear and comprehensive policy related to the handling of complaints against officers from the public that extends beyond the Administrative Investigations Management (AIM) database. That policy should, at a minimum, identify those responsible for complaint intake, detail the investigative steps and protocols required for all complaints, identify the standard of proof and categorize and define the possible findings.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. USC: Review of the Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) between USC (DPS) and the City of Los Angeles (LAPD), at least every three years to ensure that the relationships are clear, that the terms of the MOU sufficiently incorporate new practices, technology, experience and changes in the law, and that the MOU reflects the goals and values of USC.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Defining Accountability

The call for accountability has been a prominent issue in the national conversation on policing, and it was no different in our community co-design sessions, as the excerpts in this section illustrate. As expected, the issue of accountability appeared in all of our co-design sessions and all of our kitchen cabinet sessions. According to the Department of Justice’s Presidential Task Force on 21st Century Policing, having a culture of accountability is a key component of building trust and legitimacy. This notion of legitimacy cannot be overstated, inasmuch as the public confers legitimacy only on those they believe are acting in procedurally just ways. In that regard, agency accountability is critical infrastructure for public confidence.

The CAB’s definition of accountability mirrors that of peer institutions like the University of California, Berkeley, which defined police accountability as “a formal process of holding law enforcement accountable for harm (e.g., internal disciplinary processes, civil or criminal trials, etc.). We can also think of accountability as a practice in which law enforcement acknowledges the concerns and complaints of community members and responds in a meaningful way. In each case, accountability is based on the concerns and expectations of the community.

The diverse large and small print questions you will read throughout our recommendations section illustrate some of what we heard in our discussions that guide our findings.

“One community member told a story about a bank in the area being robbed and it took LAPD 50 minutes to respond. That business now doesn’t call LAPD, they call DPS for a faster response.”
of the public and holds law enforcement accountable to these concerns and expectations. Instead of privileging the paradigm of law enforcement (e.g., in evaluating whether or not an action was “justified”), police accountability elevates and requires law enforcement, as public servants, to meet a set of community expectations and standards for police behavior.”[2]

**Recommendations Summary**

Consistent with the importance of accountability to enhanced trust and legitimacy, the CAB strongly recommends that the majority of recommendations in this pillar be addressed in the immediate term by design. The policy updates discussed in the immediate term section of the recommendations table are designed to create optimal conditions for a full reset of the relationships between DPS and multiple sectors of the USC community through the one USC community safety vision process.

First, we are pleased to recommend five immediate policy updates that would bring DPS in line with sector-wide accountability practices, preparing DPS to vault over the field following the re-envisioning public safety process discussed in the first general recommendation. The university and DPS should immediately ensure that sustained reports of bias, discrimination or profiling involving the relationships between DPS and multiple sectors of the USC community through the one USC community safety vision process.

The fourth and fifth recommendations in the immediate term focus on bringing data to bear upon assessments of DPS’s performance in key metrics of community-oriented policing. The fourth and fifth recommendations in the immediate term focus on bringing data to bear upon assessments of DPS’s performance in key metrics of community-oriented policing. Next, DPS should develop and provide a Community Engagement Card or QR code to be furnished to everyone who has an interaction with DPS personnel, which will provide an opportunity to forward information (whether commendation, complaint or other quality of service feedback) to DPS. This data can be shared with the new oversight body in an effort to track DPS’s performance in key metrics of community-oriented policing.

Third, DPS should log sufficient information to analyze the percentages of each officer’s investigative stops where a detained individual was found to be engaging in criminal activity. As other pillars detail, the lack of robustly collected data is a serious limitation in rooting out practices that are harmful to many in our broad community. Collecting this data and sharing it with the new oversight body will allow the fair implementation of the first recommendation regarding possible termination of employment while ensuring that the data is properly collected and reviewed by an entity external to DPS.

The fourth and fifth recommendations in the immediate term focus on bringing data to bear upon assessments of DPS’s performance as an agency by the new oversight body. DPS does not currently meet standard procedures of recording all self-initiated field contacts with individuals into a computerized log. Instead of privileging the paradigm of law enforcement (e.g., in evaluating whether or not an action was “justified”), police accountability elevates and requires law enforcement, as public servants, to meet a set of community expectations and standards for police behavior.”[2]

The fourth and fifth recommendations in the immediate term focus on bringing data to bear upon assessments of DPS’s performance as an agency by the new oversight body. DPS does not currently meet standard procedures of recording all self-initiated field contacts with individuals into a computerized log. Instead of privileging the paradigm of law enforcement (e.g., in evaluating whether or not an action was “justified”), police accountability elevates and requires law enforcement, as public servants, to meet a set of community expectations and standards for police behavior.”[2]

**Recommendations**

Response pillar, but having these records provides important data about reasons for contact, and outcomes of the interactions will best flag problematic practices for additional training and/or further accountability. Similarly, the new oversight body should play a key role in the two medium term recommendations put forth in this pillar. The CAB’s independent legal analysis leads us to conclude that re-envisioning public safety must include a thorough review and reassessment of USC’s relationship with LAPD. At a minimum, this review should ensure that the MOU is subject to all current applicable federal and state laws, as well as the Los Angeles City Charter. The review should specifically proceed immediately following the collective re-envisioning process at the broader university level to ensure that the MOU reflects the new goals and values of USC. We also recommend data enhancements to include DPS’s creation of a database to identify officers who have committed racial profiling stop offenses. The review of this database annually by the new oversight body should be part of the future body’s own accountability process. DPS has recently come under criticism for hiring former LAPD officers with public records of misconduct. These loopholes should immediately be closed by creating a database that identifies officers who have committed racial profiling stop offenses, and/or those who have been released from duty elsewhere due to misconduct. In our DPS officer co-design session, it became clear that officers value what they do, and are troubled by having trust in their guardian roles tainted by officers whose records should not have permitted them to be hired in the first place. Resolving this problem should not be delayed.

In sum, the CAB offers specific and practical recommendations to demonstrate the university’s commitment and prompt response to one of the most important elements of community trust — accountability. Several of the recommendations may be implemented with DPS policy and procedure amendments, which are easily implemented, doing so will also yield quantifiable results and data for the purposes of assessing the efficacy of the action(s). Needless to say, these activities must be embraced as part of the DPS mission, as these procedures will convey trustworthy motives critical to establishing legitimacy in policing. The values and ethics of DPS should guide officers in their discretionary decision process, and the recordkeeping in the Accountability pillar can provide the foundation for a change in the culture. The objective is to help facilitate respectful encounters with the communities being served.

“DPS doesn’t respond to complaints from the public.”

“DPS participates in selective enforcement [when it comes to students].”

“DPS does not support the surrounding community from loud and unruly student parties and the disruption to the neighborhood.”


[1] 2015, p. 23

[2] USC Berkeley Chancellor’s Independent Advisory Board on Police Accountability and Community Safety
Alternatives to Armed Response

Introduction

One of the primary drivers of innovation regarding alternatives to armed response has been the disparate impact of racial profiling on the life chances of particular populations.

Defining Alternatives to Armed Response

One of the primary drivers of innovation with regard to alternatives to armed response has been the disparate impact of racial profiling on the life chances of particular populations. The alternatives that have emerged are grounded in a turn toward forms of procedural justice. Procedurally just treatment focuses on four pillars: (1) treating people with dignity and respect; (2) giving individuals “voice” during encounters; (3) being neutral and transparent in decision-making; and (4) conveying trustworthy motives. One of the participants in a session said that procedural fairness is just a basic way for police to interact with people. This focus on fairness was echoed in many of the co-design sessions. The lethal consequences of racial profiling have been glaringly evident across the country and was one of the primary motivations for the launch of the CAB in August 2020. Specifically, the CAB substantiated longstanding anecdotal reports of profiling perpetrated by USC DPS officers in multiple ways.

We define racial profiling in consonance with California state law. Passed in 2015, AB953 defines racial profiling as:

> The consideration of, or reliance on, to any degree, actual or perceived race, color, ethnicity, national origin, age, religion, gender identity or expression, sexual orientation, or mental or physical disability in deciding which persons to subject to a stop or in deciding upon the scope or substance of law enforcement activities following a stop, except that an officer may consider or rely on characteristics listed in a specific suspect description. The activities include, but are not limited to, traffic or pedestrian stops, or actions during a stop, such as asking questions, frisks, consensual and nonconsensual searches of a person or any property, seizing any property, removing vehicle occupants during a traffic stop, issuing a citation, and making an arrest.

The diverse large and small print quotations you will read throughout our recommendations section illustrate some of what we heard in our discussions that guide our findings.

Table of Recommendations: Alternatives to Armed Response

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Immediate</th>
<th>Medium</th>
<th>Long</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12. Reassign some of the current duties of armed DPS officers (PSOs) to others. Determine which duties are appropriate for this re-allocation.</td>
<td>13. DPS: DPS policies and protocols should ensure the equitable response, treatment and enforcement of disturbance calls relating to parties, noise complaints or alcohol-related issues involving students.</td>
<td>14. Develop a comprehensive training and development strategy for all DPS employees.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15. DPS: Change DPS policy to permit officers to stop individuals only when they have a fair probability that the individual being detained has, is or is about to commit a crime, and document the interaction.</td>
<td>16. USC: Should adopt a community-based violence intervention program, partnering with community intervention workers with a diversity of life experience that allows them to be a credible messenger - a “license to operate” - thereby being able to build and sustain violence reduction and promote peace in the community.</td>
<td>17. Mental Health: Have other services provide the mental health response. If some functions currently handled by DPS are reassigned to other campus entities, then USC administration and DPS should consider reallocating funding in support of those reassigned services and redirecting resources from DPS to those other campus entities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18. Homelessness: Implement the Street Medicine Pilot Program with Keck Medicine as the lead response.</td>
<td>“We [DPS] need to completely re-envision how this job can be done. We understand the tactical reasons why it’s been done the way it has in the past but we can make changes and be the leaders.”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Within our co-design sessions many individuals bore witness to the consequences of acts of racial profiling and unsubstantiated officer stops. Throughout the co-design sessions, the call for a change in the response methods of officers prevailed. Interestingly, this call rose across the body of attendees regardless of whether they had personally experienced racial profiling, including faculty, staff, students and broader community members, or if the incidents were shared with others by the persons directly involved in the encounter. During the co-design sessions, community members repeatedly suggested that having armed officers respond to situations involving mental health-related incidents was not only a trigger for de-escalation that also emerged out of our co-design sessions. The recommendations within this pillar are more specific enumerations of the principles of re-envisioning public safety that were presented in the first general recommendation.

Recommendations Summary
The first two recommendations for immediate implementation are grounded in the principles of re-envisioning public safety, as we noted. This is based upon the rationale that DPS's purpose and mission should align with the duties it performs on behalf of the broader USC community, whose experiences are vital in the actual accomplishment of DPS's mission. Thus, we recommend that DPS should explore and address the duties currently performed by its officers and officials in order to effectively transition some of its duties to appropriate entities with the requisite experience and expertise. These duties may include but are not limited to: non-violent mental health response, noise complaints, citizen check-ins and non-violent alcohol-related interactions. These scenarios may not necessarily require an armed response, and doing so may only escalate circumstances. And, as DPS “debundles” some of its duties to reflect a more centralized and equitable approach, finding directly related to these duties should be proportionately allocated to the necessary entities based on the amount and intricacy related to them.

The second immediate recommendation focuses on the principle of equity, which was repeatedly mentioned by neighbors. They pointedly mentioned that they saw community residents being treated differently than USC students by DPS, particularly when residents may have been engaged in the same activities, giving rise to the need for the call for service. Because DPS is meant as an entity that serves all members of the broader USC community, including faculty, staff, students and neighbors, its response to calls should not be approached in a manner reflecting a biased approach depending on who is involved. The aforementioned being true, DPS must address its policies regarding noise complaints, alcohol-related offenses and the like regarding students. The CAB views equitable treatment amongst these populations as both necessary and paramount in creating a university culture of equity, mutual respect and community care.

The CAB envisions the third and fourth immediate recommendations as tasks suitable to the new permanent DPS oversight body, which should partner with DPS and other university entities to develop appropriate oversight policies in a manner consistent with the ONE USC community safety vision. A new Training and Professional Development Strategy can address recommendations from staff, students, faculty and the community, as well as DPS officers themselves, several of whom noted that they feel safest at USC when DPS is present or gives them opportunities to be heard and grow. Moreover, revising the stop standard policy also gives all parties the opportunity to rethink the causes and consequences of stops in the first place. The CAB’s analysis of calls made to DPS allows us to see that many stops attributed to the initiative of the officer are in fact responses to calls made by the broader community. The CAB endorsed changes in the stop standard language to clearly communicate the sense that there is a further caution in determining the need to make a stop, since the variation in what someone considers “suspicious” varies widely and does not often result in an arrest, as the data showed.

The medium term and longterm recommendations are the results of the CAB’s deep engagement with evidence-based strategies accompanied by clear records of results. They are also developed to be consistent with a) the status of USC as a world-class research university, with a faculty of unparalleled expertise in a variety of relevant topics, and b) the analysis of DPS-provided data regarding calls, community co-design session comments and a brief review of innovative measures taken by peer institutions.

Community violence reduction specialists bring their own community experience and knowledge to the heart of the intervention within violence reduction efforts. Almost all of the Community violence reduction specialists have life experience involving community violence and encounters with law enforcement. They are a group of individuals who have turned their lives around and have dedicated themselves to helping the community reduce violence. Several faculty at USC are experts in this form of intervention, and this program also brings the opportunity to collaborate more closely with community partners.

The two longterm recommendations urge that primary responsibility for handling...
issues of mental health crises facing our students, staff and faculty (as well as individuals experiencing homelessness) transition to other university units better equipped to intervene with immediate and medium term assistance rather than the short-term assistance DPS is designed to provide. To be clear, we recognize that on any given day an armed DPS officer may in fact be the first individual to engage with a person experiencing either a mental health crisis or homelessness. However, the longterm strategy we advocate here is to engage all of USC’s collective intellect and expertise to partner with city and county associates to address these issues as both first responders and as longterm experts in structural issues.


[2] The analysis we were able to complete would have been greatly enhanced by improved data quality and quantity. For an example of the impact of quality data, see: Fleury, R. et al. 2016. “Data for Change: A Statistical Analysis of Police Stops, Searches, Handcuffings, and Arrests in Oakland, California 2013-2015” and Eberhardt, J. 2016. “Strategies for Change: Research Initiatives and Recommendations to Improve Police-Community Relations in Oakland, California.”

[3] Revised version of Sec. 4 of Sec. 13519.4 (5e) of the California Penal Code.

[4] By “perceived race,” we mean from the officer’s perspective; what race did they attribute to the individual they stopped?

[5] Reductions in community violence due to community violence intervention workers have been documented to include a variety of practices that focus on restorative and transformative justice practices, in addition to trauma-informed intervention. See: Brantingham, J., N. Sundback, B. Yan, & K. Chan. 2017. CRYSI Intervention Incident Response and Gang Crime 2017 Evaluation Report.
Community Care

Introduction

The concept of community care was prevalent in multiple CAB subcommittees and throughout our co-design sessions.

Defining Community Care

The CAB ultimately defined community care as a foundational premise that prioritizes the health, well-being and safety of USC faculty, staff, students, community stakeholders and those living on and around USC’s campuses. This theme is consistent with USC’s long held value that “community relationships provide a safe and creative environment for our employees, students and neighbors to live, learn, play and grow.”

This theme is also deeply grounded in what it means to be a DPS officer and serve the overlapping and intersecting communities surrounding HSC and UPC campuses. Several officers grew up in and around the communities of South and East Los Angeles, and are proud to serve as “guardians” through DPS. Both community members who participated in the co-design sessions and DPS officers themselves agree that too often there has been an “us vs. them” mentality that is corrosive to the concept of community care and, ultimately, a ONE USC community safety vision. The community often feels the gates of USC are closed to them and that the campus, its resources and thought leaders are not their own. Equally, those on campus have struggled with safety concerns, particularly at night. DPS officers recognize that the trust is not there in the community and have worked with DPS community programs or taken the initiative themselves to get out of their vehicles and introduce themselves, but it is a tall order to achieve individually.

It is necessary but not sufficient for both groups to better understand each other. Fears of “the community” are created by uninformed perceptions of the challenges they face that

The diverse large and small print quotations you will read throughout our recommendations section illustrate some of what we heard in our discussions that guide our findings.
often contribute to crime, like food deserts, gang violence, rising gentrification and access to health care. The creation of a sustained community that is safe, where everyone is welcome and empowered to build shared understanding, trust and empathy is a crucial component of the **ONE USC** community safety vision. It is not solely the responsibility of DPS. Although it can sometimes be difficult to understand how USC’s broader community relations directly relate to DPS, the investments made in the community for the community represent the servant leadership USC publicly subscribes to through multiple academic, student affairs and administrative units.

**Recommendations Summary**

As we have noted throughout the report, USC is a Los Angeles institution — and one of the largest universities and private employers in Los Angeles. It cannot and should not exist in a vacuum, isolated from the communities and cultures surrounding its buildings and infrastructure. The recommendations we listed above are designed to reset community relations in a direction that builds upon the **ONE USC** community safety vision and the shared understanding, trust and empathy we outlined above.

In July 2020, 382 USC faculty members signed a letter urging USC to redirect resources to initiatives to make underrepresented students and members of the community feel safer on campus. The four immediate term community care recommendations are consistent with that request. The first two recommendations are framed as commitments in direct pursuit of shared understanding and trust. They may seem relatively straightforward, but we envision these immediate term recommendations as a gateway to the medium term road map we have provided above, which should empower USC to “walk the walk” after “talking the talk.”

One of the community members of our CAB impressed us when she shared her encyclopedic knowledge of the many wonderful engagement efforts DPS spearheads in the community, something many DPS officers are also rightly proud of. DPS should continue to create opportunities for positive nonenforcement interactions with its personnel. Not all community members were of the same opinion. USC’s commitment to creating inclusive and inviting campuses should build on comments from multiple perspectives of DPS by improving community members’ experiences of security protocols and their awareness of what DPS and other university units offer to the community. For example: USC can specifically assess how the guest passes for Trojan Check can help create a visual authorization for community on campus to limit negative interactions with DPS. As well, a diverse and broad marketing campaign can remedy existing awareness gaps once programs have been revamped with the **ONE USC** community safety vision and opened to the community.

Campus stakeholders and the community alike celebrated USC and its facilities, faculty and resources repeatedly. Teachers shared stories of students from marginalized communities becoming first-generation graduates of USC thanks to USC’s Family of Schools, JEP, or the McMorrow Neighborhood Academic Initiative. Some community members who struggle with neighborhood violence saw the accessibility of DPS compared to LAPD as a benefit during times of crisis. The officers and the CSC Security staff, affectionately known as the “Yellow Jackets,” made people feel safe and comfortable. People who appreciated these kinds of resources were open to expansions of DPS into the community based on these experiences.

**“We had a barbeque with the international students and DPS to get to know one another, as many students from foreign countries have a vastly different experience with law enforcement. We feel it’s important they know DPS early and in a positive way. It was a lovely event and everyone enjoyed themselves, maybe expand that type of get-together.”**

**“I know little about what DPS does, I wish there was more opportunity to hear from them about their outreach, programs and services.”**

That said, others would prefer LAPD respond to calls for service because they see its officers as subject to greater accountability structures than DPS. They also repeatedly perceived DPS to treat USC students preferentially, and as unresponsive to resident calls, despite DPS’s surveillance cameras located throughout USC’s designated patrol zone. There was not nearly as much consensus on the future of DPS with regard to the subject of neighborhood or community relations as there was on other topics like accountability and alternatives to armed response.

As was common in the other pillars, the “two USCs” analogy emerged regarding community care. Throughout the last year it became clear that many who interface with the USC campus and people associated with USC feel watched rather than seen by DPS. Neighbors and residents near both campuses shared stories of an “us vs. them” feeling when it came to how USC prioritizes its engagements, development and public safety practices.

While students shared that USC programs that engage them to work alongside the community in outreach events, trash clean-up days or the medical clinic brought great value to their college experience, members of the community shared that they felt separate from the campus, unwelcome and unappreciated. We thus recommend that under the **ONE USC** community safety vision, the university follows through on its commitment to create egalitarian student/community opportunities for engagement that go beyond the extremely valuable but limited model of service learning to produce greater opportunities for building shared empathy and trust, two habits of deep solidarity.[1]

To be completely candid, how and under what circumstances greater openness of USC’s campuses to the community was possible or prudent was also a matter of significant debate within the CAB. USC has a wealth of resources that could be expanded to reach greater numbers of our neighbors than they already do, including supportive services through the Dworkin-Pock School of Social Work, access to classes and certification courses through various USC colleges, FAFSA counseling and college application support, health care efforts to reduce disparities and expanded student support programs.

We concluded that we could stand fully together on the six medium term and two longterm recommendations once the immediate term commitments were implemented. All of the community care recommendations are the foundation of any future oversight body, particularly as it relates to its perceived legitimacy in the community.

---

[1] https://communities.usc.edu/civic-engagement/


**“USC has cameras everywhere but when I call them for help as a resident they often do not respond or when they do, if my problem is with a student next door, they do not seem to want to address the challenges.”**
Defining Transparency

During the co-design listening sessions, we consistently heard the general sentiment that the community wants DPS to improve its communication strategies, to share more information and to be more transparent about its operations. In this report, when we talk about improving communication, we mean that DPS should engage in consistent, timely, honest and open problem-solving discussions with all stakeholders concerning matters of campus safety and well-being. Likewise, improved information-sharing means sharing the information that will facilitate the community’s awareness and understanding of matters that affect campus safety and community well-being. Finally, having more transparency means providing stakeholder groups with access to accurate and timely information about DPS’s operations, outputs and outcomes. It was clear during the co-design listening sessions that doing all of these things will be crucial to gaining the community’s trust and to reforming campus safety at USC. Therefore, in addition to the more specific recommendations listed below, our overarching general recommendation is that DPS must be better at communicating, must share more information, and must be more transparent.

In addition to the Presidential Task Force on 21st Century Policing’s recommendation to establish a culture of transparency, the 2019 Leadership Conference on Civil and Human Rights found an essential relationship between transparency, public trust and legitimacy.

We believe the following recommendations will help DPS become more transparent as it builds a culture of transparency and gain the community’s trust.

"Why are there no reports when DPS traumatizes a student or a member of the community? This needs to be reported and be public to the community and students (transparency)"

The diverse large and small print quotations you will read throughout our recommendations section illustrate some of what we heard in our discussions that guide our findings.

RECOMMENDATIONS / TRANSPARENCY

Table of Recommendations: Transparency

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Recommendation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>31.</td>
<td>DPS: Should review, re-imagine and clearly publicize its mission, which should include providing a safe and secure campus environment that allows students, faculty, staff and campus visitors to realize their academic and social pursuits.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32.</td>
<td>DPS: Should clearly communicate how DPS is different from the LAPD, what DPS does and what the LAPD does; and the relationship between DPS and LAPD.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33.</td>
<td>DPS: Should if possible, DPS should look at ways to immediately change its uniforms so that they can easily be distinguished from LAPD officers in a way that could otherwise merit a citation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34.</td>
<td>DPS: Should clarify its mission and its policies with regard to students whose problematic behavior would normally justify receiving a citation by an LAPD officer if committed by a non-student. DPS should ensure that its officers are responsive to complaints from the local community and not inappropriately protecting students for activity that would otherwise merit a citation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35.</td>
<td>DPS: Should be more transparent about the data concerning its operations, including stop data, arrest data and basic budget information.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36.</td>
<td>DPS: Should clearly publicize the revised mission statement on its website.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37.</td>
<td>DPS: Must better communicate the services its officers provide and the scope of their respective enforcement.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38.</td>
<td>DPS: Should change the color of its uniforms and/or create a more approachable look in its uniform design with colors not reminiscent of LAPD or other local municipal police forces so that students and the community around USC can easily distinguish DPS officers and distinguish them from LAPD and other agencies’ officers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39.</td>
<td>DPS: Should form a working group, consisting of staff, faculty and DPS personnel, to determine uniform options and associated costs and present its findings with recommendations to the future oversight body.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40.</td>
<td>DPS: Should develop educational materials to teach all community members about: 1. The services it provides and its enforcement authority and 2. The different roles of each classification of DPS officers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41.</td>
<td>DPS: Should maintain an activity log dashboard on the DPS website, which lists statistical information regarding its operations and activities, and which will serve as a building block to repair community trust. The information on the dashboard should be updated at least once a month to ensure its timeliness and accuracy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42.</td>
<td>DPS: Should continually reassess its mission statement and operations and ensure that its website and educational materials are continually amended to provide proactive, accurate and timely information to the USC community.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43.</td>
<td>DPS: Should work with an on-campus data analysis partner to collect and make available relevant and timely information regarding policing practices and outcomes on and near USC’s campuses. This data should be used to inform and direct non-law enforcement resources, not as a tool to increase surveillance and enforcement.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44.</td>
<td>The new permanent oversight body and DPS should present a proposal and budget to the university administration for a full uniform change.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45.</td>
<td>DPS: Should revise statewide policies and procedures to ensure that its data reporting practices are in alignment with the applicable state laws. These laws include Senate Bill 1421, enacted as an amendment to the California Penal Code Section 832.7, and Assembly bill 953, enacted as an amendment to the California Government Code Section 12525.5.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Defining Transparency

Introduction

During the co-design sessions, we consistently heard the general sentiment that the community wants DPS to be more transparent about its operations.
The CAB’s co-design sessions made it crystal clear that the USC community wants DPS to improve its communication strategies and to be more transparent. The community needs to trust DPS and that will not happen unless DPS becomes better at communicating openly and honestly with the community, and is more transparent about its policies, its operations and its role in the community.

Recommendations Summary

Based on the co-design sessions, combined with the CAB’s discussions and our research about best practices in campus policing, our overall recommendation in response to these concerns is that DPS needs to communicate better about all aspects of what it does. If DPS wants to increase trust within the community, it must get better at communicating with the community. Too many members of the community do not know what DPS does, or how DPS can help them.

We have five additional specific recommendations to improve how DPS communicates with the community, shares information and provides transparency — beginning with a clear mission statement that reflects the ONE USC community safety vision of accountability, alternatives to armed force, community care and transparency.

The immediate term transparency recommendations empower USC’s neighbors, students, staff and faculty to better understand the mission, functions and operational effectiveness of DPS. Three of the five recommendations emerge both from our review of best practices and the co-design sessions, where lack of clarity regarding precisely what DPS does and how it is distinct from LAPD were frequent topics of discussion. These immediate term recommendations involve making sure the current record is clear and consistent across multiple platforms — print, internet, social media — and later, in the medium term, publicizing a revised mission and explaining topics like enforcement jurisdiction in plain language once those subjects themselves have been harmonized with the ONE USC community safety vision.

During the co-design sessions, we consistently heard participants say that they were unclear about the role and mission of DPS on campus and within the local communities. In particular, many faculty, staff, students and local community members do not understand the difference between the different types of DPS officers, including the unarmed Community Service Officers (CSOs) and armed Public Safety Officers (PSOs).

The two remaining immediate term recommendations — regarding uniforms and data transparency — emerged from a holistic review of the co-design session data. We were somewhat surprised to find a lot of attention given by our session participants to DPS’s uniforms. This topic was not on the CAB’s radar screens prior to these sessions. But the importance placed upon it and its connection to clarity about the distinctions between DPS and LAPD could not be ignored. There is no doubt the relationship between a university public safety department and neighboring city police departments is complicated. A key issue is clarifying the respective jurisdictional authority, roles and responsibilities of DPS officers as compared with LAPD officers. DPS has a formal written Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) with LAPD, which sets the conditions and relationship between the two police agencies, but as shown by the comments during the co-design sessions, many USC stakeholders are uncertain about the content and effect of that agreement.

In a similar vein, having more data transparency will be a crucial step in helping the community understand what DPS does and in helping to earn the community’s trust. California laws have changed in the past five years with regard to law enforcement agencies’ mandated data transparency practices. While DPS is not a municipal law enforcement agency, Table 2 presents the results of our review of similarly situated peer institutions and indicates that multiple private universities in both Chicago and Washington, D.C. provide greater data transparency than USC. Private universities in New York provide greater clarity about their mission, and several institutions elect to provide greater transparency about hot topic policies like budget and body-worn cameras (Northwestern); use of force and staffing demographics (Columbia); or field interviews data and taser usage (University of Chicago). The full peer institution analysis we conducted is also available.

In summary, the issue of communication is the most essential building block in the Transparency pillar and cannot be overstated. Consistent references to this critical deficiency were mentioned throughout the CAB’s engagement process, regardless of the intended focus of discussion. The desired outcome of community trust will only occur when the broadest range of community members come to believe it shares a common set of values and interests with DPS. The best chance for that to happen emerges when the department is seen as an open book. Re-envisioning public safety is a dynamic process, allowing communities to identify problems and pinpoint areas in need of additional policy reform when data regarding officers’ activities are made available. Publicly available information regarding department policies and data on stops and calls for service are critical. This information is necessary for assessing the effectiveness of policing practices and priorities, and for community involvement and accountability. Informed community members are better positioned to make positive and productive contributions to co-designing public safety.

Table 2: Similarly Situated Private Universities’ Data and Policy Transparency

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Institution</th>
<th>Stops Data Available Online</th>
<th>Policy Transparency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Columbia University</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgetown University</td>
<td>Yes (first data expected Fall 2021)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>George Washington University</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northwestern University</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York University (NYU)</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Chicago</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USC</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

“Need for more transparency and communication between all parties because USC isn’t going away and neither is the community so there needs to be camaraderie.”

“DPS offers a good degree of communication – text and email alerts.”

“There is a lack of transparency and USC and DPS does not allow for scrutiny when it comes to their activities, so they need to allow for scrutiny and be transparent and honest about their activities.”
Over the last 10 months we have listened to and spoken with anyone who would meet with us to understand their perspective in order to prepare this report. We are confident that the findings we share here are the right balance of data-driven analysis, empathic and trauma-informed listening and uncompromising commitment to a vision of community safety that unites us all — staff, students, neighbors and faculty — into ONE USC.

We look forward to the thoughts of the Board of Trustees and President Folt, who will be responsible for implementing the process of re-envisioning community safety and creating a permanent oversight body for DPS in a manner that facilitates accountability, alternatives to armed response, community care and transparency.

We invite all of you to stand with President Folt, the Board of Trustees and the members of the CAB as we embark on the more difficult conversations and actions that undoubtedly follow regarding implementation. Please let them know they won’t be alone. Do not hesitate to speak up and make sure your voice is heard. Stay engaged, ask questions and track progress on the 45 recommendations through our forthcoming ONE USC community safety vision dashboard. These issues are too important and our lives are too valuable to leave this report on the proverbial shelf. Let’s continue the journey of cultural transformation by transforming the culture of public safety at USC.

Fight On!
The following summary list contains the recommendations agreed upon by the USC DPS CAB. They are intended to move USC closer to achieving the **ONE USC** community safety vision we outlined in this report.

### TABLE OF RECOMMENDATIONS: GENERAL

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Goal Terms</th>
<th>IMMEDIATE</th>
<th>MEDIUM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Re-envision public safety.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Create an independent oversight body.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### TABLE OF RECOMMENDATIONS: ACCOUNTABILITY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Goal Terms</th>
<th>IMMEDIATE</th>
<th>MEDIUM</th>
<th>LONG</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3. USC: Create a public policy statement about the seriousness of racial profiling by DPS, students, faculty, staff, community members and visitors. Statement should include that racial profiling will not be tolerated as a false complaint, nor will it be tolerated as the basis for a subjective suspicion stop in the case of DPS.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. DPS and USC: Ensure that sustained complaints or reports of bias, discrimination or profiling – or sustained misconduct investigations involving the same – can result in the termination of employment.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. DPS: Develop a Community Engagement Card or QR code, to be furnished to everyone who has an interaction with DPS personnel, which will provide an opportunity to forward information (e.g., commendation, complaint, quality of service) to DPS.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. DPS: Log sufficient information to analyze the percentage of each officer’s investigative stops in which the detained individual was found to be engaging in criminal activity.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. DPS: Record all self-initiated field contacts with persons in a computerized daily log. This should include reason for contact, outcome of interaction and any potential conflicts. These reports should be submitted at the end of each shift.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. DPS: Create a database that flags/identifies officers who have committed racial profiling stop offenses, and/or who have been removed from duty. This database should be one that is accessible for annual USC public reporting, and also shared with local and centralized professional background check hubs – not just those tied to officer background checks.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. USC: Engage in a thorough review of the Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) between USC (DPS) and the City of Los Angeles (LAPD) to ensure that the MOU reflects the ONE USC community safety vision.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. DPS: Adopt a clear and comprehensive policy related to the handling of complaints against officers from the public that extends beyond the Administrative Investigations Management (AIM) database. That policy should, at a minimum, identify those responsible for complaint intake, detail the investigative steps and protocols required for all complaints, identify the standard of proof and categorize and define the possible findings.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. USC: Review of the Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) between USC (DPS) and the City of Los Angeles (LAPD), at least every three years to ensure that the relationships are clear, that the terms of the MOU sufficiently incorporate new practices, technology, experience and changes in the law, and that the MOU reflects the goals and values of USC.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
# Table of Recommendations: Alternatives to Armed Response

10. **DPS:** Change DPS policy to permit officers to stop individuals only when they have a fair probability that the individual being detained has, is or is about to commit a crime, and document the interaction.

16. **USC:** Should adopt a community-based violence intervention program, partnering with community intervention workers with a diversity of life experience that allows them to be a credible messenger - a "license to operate" - thereby being able to build and sustain violence reduction and promote peace in the community.

17. **Mental Health:** Have other services provide the mental health response. If some functions currently handled by DPS are reassigned to other campus entities, then USC administration and DPS should consider reallocating funding in support of those reassigned services and redirecting resources from DPS to those other campus entities.

18. **Homelessness:** Implement the Street Medicine Pilot Program with Keck Medicine as lead response.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Goal Terms</th>
<th>Immediate</th>
<th>Medium</th>
<th>Long</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12.</td>
<td>Reassign some of the current duties of armed DPS officers (PSOs) to others. Determine which duties are appropriate for this reallocation.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. <strong>DPS:</strong></td>
<td>DPS policies and protocols should ensure the equitable response, treatment and enforcement of disturbance calls relating to parties, noise complaints or alcohol-related issues involving students.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.</td>
<td>Develop a comprehensive training and development strategy for all DPS employees.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.</td>
<td>DPS policies and protocols should ensure the equitable response, treatment and enforcement of disturbance calls relating to parties, noise complaints or alcohol-related issues involving students.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16.</td>
<td>Should adopt a community-based violence intervention program, partnering with community intervention workers with a diversity of life experience that allows them to be a credible messenger - a &quot;license to operate&quot; - thereby being able to build and sustain violence reduction and promote peace in the community.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17.</td>
<td>Mental Health: Have other services provide the mental health response. If some functions currently handled by DPS are reassigned to other campus entities, then USC administration and DPS should consider reallocating funding in support of those reassigned services and redirecting resources from DPS to those other campus entities.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TABLE OF RECOMMENDATIONS: COMMUNITY CARE

19. USC: Should commit to creating an inclusive and inviting campus for the surrounding communities by assessing its current safety, access and security protocols to implement processes that would welcome USC’s neighbors into USC campus life.

20. USC: Should commit to the creation of student/neighbor engagement activities that would create opportunities for each to learn from one another and build egalitarian relationships of trust and care.

21. USC: Should adopt within its academic policy the ability for a racially profiled student to seek and utilize academic assistance resources due to stress caused from the incidence of being racially profiled. This includes deferral of assignments and tutoring support.

22. USC: Should fund and create trauma-informed mental health resources, including counselors, to support and provide relief for the experiences of racially profiled students within Student Health Services, at no cost to the student.

23. DPS: Needs to modify its recruitment and hiring practices to ensure that DPS officers are best situated to be members of a campus community as part of a service organization.

24. DPS: Trainings should include neighbor-led sessions that provide the community’s historical context and sensitivity training.

25. Leverage existing programs such as Troy Camp and Joint Educational Project (JEP).

26. USC: Create and implement community-led sessions about the history of the region at student orientation. DPS required trainings, and other campus activities throughout the year.

27. Organize neighborhood events and volunteer opportunities, such as “Adopt A Block” events targeting student groups and organizations to give back to the communities they may at times inadvertently harm.

28. USC: Craft a diverse and broad marketing campaign that invites the community onto campus and highlights university resources that are accessible to all (such as recreation facilities and/or medical campus support services).

29. Continue exploring opportunities for expanded shared spaces within the communities we serve.

30. USC: Should expand how it offers various services and supports its neighbors utilizing the wealth of campus resources.

Goal Terms

IMMEDIATE

MEDIUM

LONG
Table of Recommendations: Transparency

31. DPS: Should review, re-imagine and clearly publicize its mission, which should include providing a safe and secure campus environment that allows students, faculty, staff and campus visitors to realize their academic and social pursuits.

32. DPS: Should clearly communicate how DPS is different from LAPD, what DPS does and what the LAPD does; and the relationship between DPS and LAPD.

33. DPS: If possible, DPS should look at ways to immediately change its uniforms so that they can easily be distinguished from LAPD officers in a way that could quickly be implemented.

34. DPS: Should clarify its mission and its policies with regard to students whose problematic behavior would normally justify receiving a citation by an LAPD officer if committed by a non-student. DPS should ensure that its officers are responsive to complaints from the local community and not inappropriately protecting students for activity that would otherwise merit a citation.

35. DPS: Should be more transparent about the data concerning its operations, including stop data, arrest data and basic budget information.

36. DPS: Should clearly publicize the revised mission statement on its website.

27. DPS: Must better communicate the services its officers provide and the scope of their respective enforcement.

38. DPS: Should change the color of its uniforms and/or create a more approachable look in its uniform design with colors not reminiscent of LAPD or other local municipal police forces so that students and the community around USC can easily identify DPS officers and distinguish them from LAPD and other agencies’ officers.

39. DPS: Should maintain an activity log dashboard on the DPS website, which lists statistical information about its operations and activities, and which will serve as a building block to repair community trust. The information on the dashboard should be updated at least once a month to ensure its timeliness and accuracy.

40. DPS: Should work with an on-campus data analysis partner to collect and make available relevant and timely information regarding policing practices and outcomes on and near USC’s campuses. This data should be used to inform and direct non-law enforcement resources, not as a tool to increase surveillance and enforcement.

41. DPS: Should form a working group, consisting of students, staff, faculty and DPS personnel, to determine uniform options and associated costs and present its findings with recommendations to the future oversight body.

42. DPS: Should continually reassess its mission statement and operations, and ensure that its website and educational materials are continually amended to provide proactive, accurate and timely information to the USC community.

43. DPS: Should review statewide policies and procedures to ensure that its data reporting practices are in alignment with the applicable state laws. These laws include Senate Bill 1421, enacted as an amendment to the California Penal Code Section 832.7, and Assembly Bill 53, enacted as an amendment to the California Government Code Section 12525.5.

Goal Terms

IMMEDIATE 31 32 33 34 35 36 37

MEDIUM 38

LONG 39 40 41 42 43 44 45
Summary Outline:

The Relationship Between DPS and the LAPD

1. Issues related to the sources of authority for DPS: California Penal Code Section 830.7(b) and the Memorandum of Understanding (the “MOU”) between USC and the City of Los Angeles
   A. DPS derives its authority from two related sources:
      1. California Penal Code Section 830.7(b)
      2. Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) between USC and the City of Los Angeles
   B. Penal code authority
   C. MOU
   D. Regular review of the MOU with proposed recommendations
   E. Fundamentals that should be included in the MOU
   F. Publication of short and clear policies
   G. Proposed recommendations

II. Co-design session issue: It is difficult to distinguish DPS officers from LAPD officers.
   A. Comments from the co-design sessions
   B. Question: Should it be easy to identify who is DPS and who is LAPD?
   C. Proposed recommendations

III. Co-design session issue: It is difficult to know what DPS does and what LAPD does, how they differ and what their relationship is.
    A. Comments from the co-design sessions
    B. Community policing
    C. Proposed recommendations

IV. Co-design session issue: DPS should be abolished and the LAPD should be defunded.
    A. Comments from the co-design sessions
    B. Other sources of support for abolition and defunding
    C. Possible responses to the arguments for abolition and defunding
    D. Proposed recommendations

V. Issue raised in the U.C. report: USC and DPS should have a good working relationship with the City of L.A. and the LAPD.
   A. U.C. Report recommendation
   B. Proposed recommendation

Analysis prepared by Robert M. Saltzman, JD, professor of lawyering skills, emeritus, at the USC Gould School of Law. Professor Saltzman also served on the Los Angeles Police Commission from 2007-2016.

I. Issues related to the sources of authority for DPS
   A. Two sources
      1. California Penal Code Section 830.7(b)
      2. Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) between USC and the City of Los Angeles
   B. Penal code authority
   C. MOU
   D. Regular review of the MOU with proposed recommendations
   E. Fundamentals that should be included in the MOU
   F. Publication of short and clear policies
   G. Proposed recommendations

II. Co-design session issue: It is difficult to distinguish DPS officers from LAPD officers.
    A. Comments from the co-design sessions
    B. Question: Should it be easy to identify who is DPS and who is LAPD?
    C. Proposed recommendations

III. Co-design session issue: It is difficult to know what DPS does and what LAPD does, how they differ and what their relationship is.
    A. Comments from the co-design sessions
    B. Community policing
    C. Proposed recommendations

IV. Co-design session issue: DPS should be abolished and the LAPD should be defunded.
    A. Comments from the co-design sessions
    B. Other sources of support for abolition and defunding
    C. Possible responses to the arguments for abolition and defunding
    D. Proposed recommendations

V. Issue raised in the U.C. report: USC and DPS should have a good working relationship with the City of L.A. and the LAPD.
   A. U.C. Report recommendation
   B. Proposed recommendation
3. Separate from the MOU, by letter agreement, beginning in 2018 (and continuing), USC pays the City of Los Angeles annually for additional crime suppression services provided by the LAPD.
   a) The contracted services consist of two parts: (1) a Southwest Division crime suppression detail utilizing foot beats, bike patrols and high visibility crime suppression units in specific areas adjacent to the University Park Campus; and (2) a Metro Division SWAT detail co-located at the USC DPS University Park office.
   b) During the first year of the contract for additional crime suppression, USC paid the City of Los Angeles $1,960,000 (in fiscal year 2019), $1,650,000 (in fiscal year 2020) and is projected to pay $2,080,000 in fiscal year 2021 for these additional LAPD crime suppression services. In subsequent years, USC paid the City of Los Angeles $1,960,000 (in fiscal year 2020) and is projected to pay $2,080,000 in fiscal year 2021 for these additional LAPD crime suppression services.

D. Regular review of the MOU:

Best practices for MOUs between campus departments of public safety and local law enforcement call for regular review and evaluation of the MOU.

1. See p. 14 of the National Center for Campus Public Safety’s “Campus Policing in an Urban Environment” (July 2018): MOUs between campus departments of public safety and local law enforcement should be reviewed and tested regularly.

2. See also Recommendation 5.13 and Recommendation 5.20 in 21CP Solutions, An Assessment of the Yale Police Department (March 2020): Recommendation that the Yale PD and the City of New Haven Police Department (NHPD) ensure that their relationships are clear and that they sufficiently reflect new practices, technology and changes in the law, and that the Yale PD agreement with the NHPD be reviewed to determine if changes are required given experience and the passage of time.

3. See also Recommendation 2.1.2 in 21CP Solutions, Re-Imagining Public Safety: Recommendations for the Harvard University Community (2nd Police Department 2020): that Harvard should update its mutual aid agreements with local police agencies to ensure that the agreements reflect the goals and values of the university.

4. Proposed recommendations for consideration: USC should now engage in a thorough review of the MOU and should regularly conduct such reviews at least every three years to ensure that the relationships are clear, that the terms of the MOU sufficiently incorporate new practices, technology, experience and changes in the law, and that the MOU reflects the goals and values of USC.
   a) As part of this comprehensive review, for purposes of clarity, USC should consider incorporating into the MOU the 2014 amendment, the 2015 letter clarifications and the contracts for added crime suppression services.
   b) The terms of the revised MOU should include the schedule for periodic regular comprehensive reviews of the MOU and whether the terms are functioning effectively over time as laws, practices and policies changed.

E. Fundamentals that should be included in the MOU:

As indicated in the preamble to the MOU, the California Education Code requires the MOU to include designation of which agency shall have operational responsibility for the investigation of certain crimes and to delineate the specific geographical boundaries of each agency’s operational responsibility.

1. Best practices for MOUs between campus departments of public safety and local law enforcement indicate that, at a minimum, the following substantive matters should be covered adequately in the MOU:
   a) Clear and comprehensive explanation of what each agency is required or authorized to do with regard to policing and investigation of certain crimes, including notification protocols; this is particularly important for officers working across shared jurisdictions.
   (1) Articles 3, 5 and 6 of the MOU provide details regarding each agency’s authorities and obligations regarding policing, investigations and notification protocols.
   b) Clear jurisdictional boundaries.
   (1) The USC/LAPD jurisdictional boundaries are clearly delineated in the MOU; its subsequent amendment and the February 20, 2015, clarification letter. If there have been changes to the boundaries, these should be made clear to the USC community.
   c) Clear information about the nature of and requirements for training.

II. Issue raised in the co-design sessions:

It is difficult to distinguish between DPS officers and LAPD officers.

A. From the co-design sessions:

1. Because their uniforms are similar, it is difficult to distinguish between DPS and LAPD officers.
   a) The old uniforms were different colors which helped distinguish DPS officers from LAPD officers.
   b) There needs to be more clarity and transparency regarding who is DPS and who is LAPD.
   c) There needs to be a clear distinction between LAPD and DPS officers; the similar uniforms confuse things.
   d) Over the years, DPS has posted more and more like the LAPD: uniforms, cameras, weapons and patrolling in unmarked cars.

B. Open question:

Is it a good policy goal for it to be easy to identify whether an officer is DPS or LAPD?

1. Affirmative answer: Yes, it should be easy to identify who is DPS and who is LAPD.
   a) Article 7 of the MOU states that the public should be able to easily distinguish between security services personnel and local law enforcement personnel.
   b) In the event of an incident that requires follow-up and review (and perhaps a complaint), it is important that members of the public be able to determine the identities of the police officers involved in the incident. In addition to having each officer’s name legible on the uniform, in such situations it would be likely to be helpful for the public to know easily whether the officer is from DPS or the LAPD.

2. Negative answer: No, there is benefit to having DPS uniforms that are similar to LAPD uniforms.
   a) Given that DPS officers may exercise the powers of arrest of peace officers, it is desirable that the DPS uniform be similar to the LAPD uniform as a method of sending a clear signal to the public that DPS officers—unlike most private security officers—have the powers of arrest as peace officers.
   b) In the event of an incident that requires follow-up and review, as long as each officer’s name is legible on the uniform, that name should be adequate to assist in follow-up and determination of the identities of the officers involved in the incident.
C. Proposed recommendations for consideration:

1. DPS should review the following factors regarding DPS and LAPD uniforms:
   a) The actual similarities and differences between the two uniforms.
   b) The reasons why the DPS uniforms were changed to make the DPS uniforms more similar to the LAPD uniforms.
   c) The experience of DPS officers with the current uniforms as compared with the experience of DPS officers with the prior uniforms.
   d) Policies requiring each officer to have his or her name legible on the uniform for identification of officers involved in particular incidents.
   e) A review to determine if state law still requires easy distinction between the uniforms.
   f) Alternative uniform styles that might satisfy both the state requirements and the desire of DPS officers to have their uniforms signify their ability to exercise the powers of arrest of a peace officer.
2. DPS may wish to use the CAB as a resource in this evaluation of DPS uniforms.
3. Based on the information gathered in the review of DPS and LAPD uniforms (in II.C.1 above), DPS should determine whether the current uniforms are appropriate or if the uniforms should be replaced.

III. Issue raised in the co-design sessions: It is difficult to know what DPS does as distinct from what the LAPD does; there is a lack of clarity regarding how DPS and the LAPD differ, and there is a lack of understanding of the relationship between DPS and the LAPD.

A. From the co-design sessions:

1. It is difficult to know where DPS ends and the LAPD begins.
2. It is difficult to know whether to call DPS or LAPD in specific situations, and difficult to know what response to expect.
3. The MOU is neither readily available nor transparent.
4. Campus tours often describe DPS as “an extension of the LAPD.” It is problematic for some in the USC community to hear that DPS is an extension of the LAPD.
5. DPS should be known for having better community relationships than the LAPD.
6. DPS is a good liaison for students interacting with the LAPD and the LAFD.
7. DPS knows about related campus resources that are helpful; LAPD does not.
8. DPS is and should be more service-oriented than the municipal police force.
9. DPS is available for providing a broader range of help than the LAPD can provide.
10. DPS should be about “public safety,” not policing.
11. DPS should be protecting vulnerable students both from criminals and from being harmed by the LAPD, for example, by profiling.
12. DPS should handle breaking up student parties, not the LAPD.
13. LAPD responds and then leaves; DPS is in the community.
14. DPS has more discretion than the LAPD in how to respond to problems, although some LAPD officers see more discretion if they are around campus a lot.
15. The L.A. Police Commission should oversee DPS when it acts off campus.
16. It seems like DPS often protects students whose problematic behavior would be cited by the LAPD but for intervention by DPS (e.g., for drunk and disorderly conduct or repeated excessive noise violations). Does DPS also have a responsibility to protect the community from the negative effects of the students’ problematic behaviors?

B. The success of community policing is in part the result of reducing specialized units, thus making more officers available as generalists who can address a wide variety of problems in the community in flexible and customized ways that better suit the varied and fluid nature of campus community needs. Compared with many officers in numerous specialized units in the LAPD, most DPS officers are generalists.

1. See K. Hancock, Police Practice and Research (2016), Community Policing within Campus Law Enforcement Agencies.

C. Proposed recommendations for consideration:

1. DPS should clearly communicate the following:
   a) How DPS is different from the LAPD.
   b) What DPS does and what the LAPD does.
   c) The relationship between DPS and the LAPD.
2. DPS should emphasize and clearly publicize the following:
   a) Its mission to provide a safe and secure campus environment that allows students, faculty, staff and campus visitors to realize their academic and social pursuits. This is distinct from the mission of the LAPD which is to safeguard lives and property, to reduce the incidence and the fear of crime and to enhance public safety and improve quality of life.
   b) That the DPS focus is on safety and security compared to the LAPD focus which is on crime control.
   c) That it is the goal of DPS to provide community care rather than to police in the manner of a municipal police force.
3. DPS should clarify its mission with regard to students whose problematic behavior would be cited by the LAPD (e.g., for drunk and disorderly conduct or repeated excessive noise violations).
   a) DPS should clarify its role in these situations:
      (1) Does DPS protect students from being cited by the LAPD for activity that otherwise would be cited but for intervention by DPS?  
      (2) Does DPS have a responsibility to protect the community from the negative effects of the students’ problematic behavior?
4. As recommended in I(F)(1)(e) above, DPS should make the MOU readily available to the USC community.
5. As recommended in I(F)(1)(f) above, DPS should produce short and clear policies that reflect the terms of the MOU but are stated plainly and simply. DPS should make those policies readily available to all DPS officers and members of the USC community.

IV. Issue raised in the co-design sessions and more generally: DPS should be abolished and the LAPD should be defunded.

A. From the co-design sessions:

1. USC resources spent on DPS would be better spent promoting social justice and equity.
2. City of Los Angeles resources spent on the LAPD would be better spent promoting social justice, equity and new opportunities and programs in minority and disadvantaged communities.
3. Campus tours often describe DPS as “an extension of the LAPD.” It is problematic for some in the USC community to hear that DPS is an extension of the LAPD.
4. Other sources of support for abolishing DPS and defunding the LAPD include:
   1. 382 USC faculty submitted a letter urging ‘USC to redirect 25 percent of the DPS budget to initiatives that will make underrepresented students and community members feel safer on campus.’
   a) See Daily Trojan (July 9, 2020), 382 Faculty Draft Letter Demanding USC’s Commitment to Concrete Plans Addressing Racial Inequality.
5. A critical part of the national dialogue around policing is whether communities actually want ongoing, sustained interaction with police.
   a) See 23CP Solutions, Re-Imagining Public Safety: Recommendations for the Harvard Community & Police Department (2020).
3. Indeed, at Harvard, some students are clear that, as one put it, “safety is not the presence of police.”

4. A UCLA faculty coalition called for administrators to defund and abolish UCLA campus policing and instead invest in reparative public goods.
   a) One of the group’s demands is to defund the U.C. Police Department and replace it with anti-incarceration forms of accountability, including restorative and transformative justice and community-led public safety.
   b) An op-ed written by the faculty coalition and published in the Daily Bruin stated, “By continuing to invest in policing, UCLA chooses to ignore the community that it is its students’
   c) See The College Fix (January 2021), “UCLA Faculty Collective Demands Campus Policing Be Defunded, Abolished”.

C. Possible responses to the proposals to abolish DPS and defund the LAPD:
   1. USC is located in the City of Los Angeles within the jurisdiction of the LAPD.
   2. DPS provides first-response police functions on and around the USC campuses based on authority granted to it under state law and on the terms of the MOU between USC and the City of Los Angeles. (See Section I above.)
   3. Based on IVC.1 and IVC.2 immediately above, if DPS did not exist—or if DPS is reduced significantly—then policing on campus currently provided by DPS would instead be handled by the LAPD.
   a) USC does not have the legal authority to declare its campuses “police-free” zones where the LAPD cannot function.
   b) If DPS did not exist, then the 911 system and the LAPD would handle the dispatch of calls from the USC campuses as the system otherwise handles all calls. The 911 system and the LAPD would likely be less able and less willing than DPS to tailor the specific nature of the responses to individual calls not requiring a law enforcement armed response.
   4. With DPS in existence, DPS controls the "dispatch" of calls and can determine the nature of the response to specific calls.
   a) For example, if alternative responses such as crisis-intervention teams are available, DPS dispatch can assign a mental-health related call to a crisis-intervention team rather than to armed DPS officers with less training in mental health problems.
   b) If DPS did not exist, then the 911 system and the LAPD would handle the dispatch of calls from the USC campuses as the system otherwise handles all calls. The 911 system and the LAPD would likely be less able and less willing than DPS to tailor the specific nature of the responses to individual calls not requiring a law enforcement armed response.
   5. Those in the community who are opposed to DPS policing on campus are likely to be even more opposed to having USC policed by the LAPD (because the LAPD focus is on crime control and prevention rather than community safety and security or a "community care" approach).
   a) Those in the community who welcome DPS policing on campus and in the surrounding community are likely to be less satisfied with the LAPD’s standard law enforcement response to calls, as contrasted with DPS’s flexibility regarding the nature of the response to different types of calls.
   b) Anyone needing assistance is also likely to be less satisfied with the LAPD’s average slower response times as compared with traditionally quicker DPS response times.
   6. Decisions regarding funding for the LAPD are made by the Los Angeles City Council and the mayor.
   a) LAPD policies and program budgets are determined by the police commission and the chief of the LAPD.
   (1) In the past year, the L.A. City Council reallocated some LAPD funding to alternative programs designed to promote social justice, equity and new opportunities in minority and disadvantaged communities.
   (2) These L.A. City budgeting and policy decisions are beyond the reach of USC, DPS or the CAB.

4. A UCLA faculty coalition called for administrators to defund and abolish UCLA campus policing and instead invest in reparative public goods.
   a) One of the group’s demands is to defund the U.C. Police Department and replace it with anti-incarceration forms of accountability, including restorative and transformative justice and community-led public safety.
   b) An op-ed written by the faculty coalition and published in the Daily Bruin stated, “By continuing to invest in policing, UCLA chooses to ignore the community that it is its students’
   c) See The College Fix (January 2021), “UCLA Faculty Collective Demands Campus Policing Be Defunded, Abolished”.

C. Possible responses to the proposals to abolish DPS and defund the LAPD:
   1. USC is located in the City of Los Angeles within the jurisdiction of the LAPD.
   2. DPS provides first-response police functions on and around the USC campuses based on authority granted to it under state law and on the terms of the MOU between USC and the City of Los Angeles. (See Section I above.)
   3. Based on IVC.1 and IVC.2 immediately above, if DPS did not exist—or if DPS is reduced significantly—then policing on campus currently provided by DPS would instead be handled by the LAPD.
   a) USC does not have the legal authority to declare its campuses “police-free” zones where the LAPD cannot function.
   b) If DPS did not exist, then the 911 system and the LAPD would handle the dispatch of calls from the USC campuses as the system otherwise handles all calls. The 911 system and the LAPD would likely be less able and less willing than DPS to tailor the specific nature of the responses to individual calls not requiring a law enforcement armed response.
   4. With DPS in existence, DPS controls the "dispatch" of calls and can determine the nature of the response to specific calls.
   a) For example, if alternative responses such as crisis-intervention teams are available, DPS dispatch can assign a mental-health related call to a crisis-intervention team rather than to armed DPS officers with less training in mental health problems.
   b) If DPS did not exist, then the 911 system and the LAPD would handle the dispatch of calls from the USC campuses as the system otherwise handles all calls. The 911 system and the LAPD would likely be less able and less willing than DPS to tailor the specific nature of the responses to individual calls not requiring a law enforcement armed response.
   5. Those in the community who are opposed to DPS policing on campus are likely to be even more opposed to having USC policed by the LAPD (because the LAPD focus is on crime control and prevention rather than community safety and security or a "community care" approach).
   a) Those in the community who welcome DPS policing on campus and in the surrounding community are likely to be less satisfied with the LAPD’s standard law enforcement response to calls, as contrasted with DPS’s flexibility regarding the nature of the response to different types of calls.
   b) Anyone needing assistance is also likely to be less satisfied with the LAPD’s average slower response times as compared with traditionally quicker DPS response times.
   6. Decisions regarding funding for the LAPD are made by the Los Angeles City Council and the mayor.
   a) LAPD policies and program budgets are determined by the police commission and the chief of the LAPD.
   (1) In the past year, the L.A. City Council reallocated some LAPD funding to alternative programs designed to promote social justice, equity and new opportunities in minority and disadvantaged communities.
   (2) These L.A. City budgeting and policy decisions are beyond the reach of USC, DPS or the CAB.

4. A UCLA faculty coalition called for administrators to defund and abolish UCLA campus policing and instead invest in reparative public goods.
   a) One of the group’s demands is to defund the U.C. Police Department and replace it with anti-incarceration forms of accountability, including restorative and transformative justice and community-led public safety.
   b) An op-ed written by the faculty coalition and published in the Daily Bruin stated, “By continuing to invest in policing, UCLA chooses to ignore the community that it is its students’
   c) See The College Fix (January 2021), “UCLA Faculty Collective Demands Campus Policing Be Defunded, Abolished”.

C. Possible responses to the proposals to abolish DPS and defund the LAPD:
   1. USC is located in the City of Los Angeles within the jurisdiction of the LAPD.
   2. DPS provides first-response police functions on and around the USC campuses based on authority granted to it under state law and on the terms of the MOU between USC and the City of Los Angeles. (See Section I above.)
   3. Based on IVC.1 and IVC.2 immediately above, if DPS did not exist—or if DPS is reduced significantly—then policing on campus currently provided by DPS would instead be handled by the LAPD.
   a) USC does not have the legal authority to declare its campuses “police-free” zones where the LAPD cannot function.
   b) If DPS did not exist, then the 911 system and the LAPD would handle the dispatch of calls from the USC campuses as the system otherwise handles all calls. The 911 system and the LAPD would likely be less able and less willing than DPS to tailor the specific nature of the responses to individual calls not requiring a law enforcement armed response.
   4. With DPS in existence, DPS controls the "dispatch" of calls and can determine the nature of the response to specific calls.
   a) For example, if alternative responses such as crisis-intervention teams are available, DPS dispatch can assign a mental-health related call to a crisis-intervention team rather than to armed DPS officers with less training in mental health problems.
   b) If DPS did not exist, then the 911 system and the LAPD would handle the dispatch of calls from the USC campuses as the system otherwise handles all calls. The 911 system and the LAPD would likely be less able and less willing than DPS to tailor the specific nature of the responses to individual calls not requiring a law enforcement armed response.
   5. Those in the community who are opposed to DPS policing on campus are likely to be even more opposed to having USC policed by the LAPD (because the LAPD focus is on crime control and prevention rather than community safety and security or a "community care" approach).
   a) Those in the community who welcome DPS policing on campus and in the surrounding community are likely to be less satisfied with the LAPD’s standard law enforcement response to calls, as contrasted with DPS’s flexibility regarding the nature of the response to different types of calls.
   b) Anyone needing assistance is also likely to be less satisfied with the LAPD’s average slower response times as compared with traditionally quicker DPS response times.
   6. Decisions regarding funding for the LAPD are made by the Los Angeles City Council and the mayor.
   a) LAPD policies and program budgets are determined by the police commission and the chief of the LAPD.
   (1) In the past year, the L.A. City Council reallocated some LAPD funding to alternative programs designed to promote social justice, equity and new opportunities in minority and disadvantaged communities.
   (2) These L.A. City budgeting and policy decisions are beyond the reach of USC, DPS or the CAB.
Other Miscellaneous Comments from the Co-Design Sessions Regarding the Relationship between DPS and the LAPD:

Below are comments from the co-design sessions that refer to the relationship between DPS and the LAPD but did not seem to connect directly to a particular issue or recommendation:

• DPS has an incestuous relationship with LAPD.
• I went to the police commission to revise the LAPD/DPS protocols. The LAPD SW Division Chief revised the protocols in a positive way. Then the SW Division Chief was replaced and the old protocols were put back in place.
• DPS set up a mobile response unit in front of my house even though the incident was down the block. I complained to DPS and they threatened me. I called LAPD to complain about DPS threatening me.
• The civilian review board should not be a bunch of “yes people.”
• DPS should not be hiring officers fired by the LAPD.
• DPS needs a positive relationship with the LAPD.
• There needs to be training of DPS officers for how to respond and hand-off calls to LAPD.
• DPS is not as autonomous as the LAPD. DPS is accountable to the senior USC administration.
• DPS needs conflict-resolution or a civilian complaint board like the LAPD.
• DPS needs transparency regarding how complaints are handled; there needs to be a civilian oversight board for DPS.

APPENDIX TABLE 3.1. NUMBER OF STOPS IN 2019-2020 BY RACE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Officer Assigned Race</th>
<th>Number of Stops</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Asian</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>2.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black</td>
<td>333</td>
<td>31.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indian</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Korean</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle Eastern</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pakistan</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>257</td>
<td>24.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vietnamese</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vietnamese</td>
<td>413</td>
<td>39.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missing Data</td>
<td></td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>1050</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
APPENDIX TABLE 3.2: Number of Stops by Ethnicity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ethnicity</th>
<th>Number of Stops</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hispanic</td>
<td>479</td>
<td>45.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Hispanic</td>
<td>515</td>
<td>49.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>5.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valid</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>1050</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

APPENDIX TABLE 3.3: Racial Demographics of USC’s Campuses (Combined)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Race</th>
<th>Students</th>
<th>Staff</th>
<th>Faculty</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Asian</td>
<td>18.6%</td>
<td>32.5%*</td>
<td>14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black</td>
<td>5.5%</td>
<td>8.8%</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indigenous/Native American</td>
<td>Missing</td>
<td>.7%**</td>
<td>0%***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latinx/Hispanic</td>
<td>15.0%</td>
<td>30.2%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>29.4%</td>
<td>27.4%</td>
<td>66%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International</td>
<td>22.6%</td>
<td>Missing****</td>
<td>Missing****</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>8.9%</td>
<td>Missing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>Missing</td>
<td>3.2%</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Brief Summary:
We pulled this data from publicly available USC websites. As you can see in comparing the three tables, the number of stops of Black and Hispanic people far outstrip their prevalence among USC faculty, staff and students. We therefore turned to the neighborhood to determine whether the same would hold true based on neighborhood demographics. When we compare the above record of stops with the maps and demographic data provided below, we see that while the disparity for Latinos washes out when the broader community is included (that is, the percentage of Latinos/as/x profiled is not significantly higher).

Limitations:
1) This data is a single year snapshot so trends cannot be established.
2) This data is combined and not disaggregated by either affiliation (community/students/faculty/staff) nor is it disaggregated by campus (UPC/HSC).

Neighborhood Demographics
Maps 3.1 and 3.2 were created based on census data to provide additional details regarding who resides in the neighborhoods surrounding both USC campuses. We explicitly focused on data from the DPS patrol areas, which are publicly available.

APPENDIX TABLE 3.4: UPC area racial/ethnic makeup\(^1\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>(%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Latino</td>
<td>48%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black/African American</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asian American</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>19%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>&lt;1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total population</td>
<td>43.77%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

APPENDIX TABLE 3.5: HSC area racial/ethnic makeup\(^2\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>(%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Latino</td>
<td>74%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black/African American</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asian American</td>
<td>22%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total population</td>
<td>4,977</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^1\) Staff count of "Asian" includes a combined figure that represents Asian, Filipino, Malaysian, Southeast Asian, Indian, Pakistani and Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander categories in institutional data. We recognize and regret that this combination is often an untenable collapse of meaningfully distinct groups but were unable to duplicate the complexity across the other two population categories and made the difficult decision to combine.

\(^2\) Staff count of Indigenous/Native American includes U.S. based indigenous as well as indigenous individuals from anywhere in North, Central and/or South America according to institutional data.

\(^3\) There are five Indigenous/Native American faculty total on both campuses of USC.

\(^4\) USC’s Office of Institutional Research does not break this category out from other racial categories on its main page.
What is the Listed Reason Why People are Stopped?

**TABLE 3.6: Reasons for Stop by Racial Group Membership Identified by Officer**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Race</th>
<th>Consensual</th>
<th>Suspicious Activity</th>
<th>Suspicious Person</th>
<th>Total#</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Asian</td>
<td>6 (20%)</td>
<td>16 (53%)</td>
<td>8 (27%)</td>
<td>30 (2.8%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black</td>
<td>29 (8.7%)</td>
<td>187 (56%)</td>
<td>117 (35%)</td>
<td>333 (31%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indian</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2 (6%)</td>
<td>1 (3%)</td>
<td>3 (0.3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Korean</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1 (100%)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1 (0.0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle Eastern</td>
<td>1 (25%)</td>
<td>3 (75%)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4 (0.4%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander</td>
<td>1 (100%)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1 (0.0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pakistani</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1 (100%)</td>
<td>1 (0.0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>21 (8.2%)</td>
<td>173 (67%)</td>
<td>63 (24%)</td>
<td>257 (24.5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vietnamese</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1 (100%)</td>
<td>1 (100%)</td>
<td>2 (1.0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>46 (11.1%)</td>
<td>248 (60%)</td>
<td>119 (28.8%)</td>
<td>413 (39.3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5 (100%)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5 (0.5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>636</td>
<td>310</td>
<td>1050</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE 3.7: Reasons for Stop by Ethnic Group Membership Identified by Officer**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ethnicity</th>
<th>Consensual</th>
<th>Suspicious Activity</th>
<th>Suspicious Person</th>
<th>Total#</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hispanic</td>
<td>33 (6.8%)</td>
<td>320 (66.8%)</td>
<td>126 (30.7%)</td>
<td>479 (45.6%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Hispanic</td>
<td>63 (12.2%)</td>
<td>294 (57%)</td>
<td>158 (30.7%)</td>
<td>515 (49%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>8 (14.8%)</td>
<td>21 (38.9%)</td>
<td>25 (46.2%)</td>
<td>54 (5.1%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missing</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1 (50%)</td>
<td>1 (50%)</td>
<td>2 (0.0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>636</td>
<td>310</td>
<td>1050</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Brief Summary:

Tables 3.6 and 3.7 illustrate the reasons for stops marked down by DPS officers and recorded in the organizational data set, first by race, then by ethnicity. These are basic cross tabulations (akin to qualitative overlaps in coding).

Gender Analysis

Appendix Table 3.8 presents the frequency table for stops by sex, which is again assigned by the officer at the stop. It suggests that these stops are deeply gendered as well as raced.

**APPENDIX TABLE 3.8: Frequency of Stops Reported by Sex**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>12.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>913</td>
<td>87.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Binary</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>1050</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Together with the race and ethnicity data analysis, these data suggest that there is an intersectional disparity of experience among men of color, specifically but not exclusively Black men, having one experience on and around USC’s campuses and another experience for others. This data analysis corresponds to what we heard in the co-design sessions in a more anecdotal way. For these reasons, we believe that it is important to have a ONE USC community safety vision that is equitable.

2. Analysis of USC-Specific Crime Data

The purpose of this analysis was to explore what DPS does and how it jibes with public perceptions of its role. We analyzed two specific questions:

1) Does DPS treat students in off-campus locations with “deference,” to use the words of some of our USC neighbors?

Appendix Table 3.9 was created from publicly available Clery data to empirically examine the repeated qualitative assertion made by our USC neighbors that students were not disciplined for alcohol or drug violations off campus. We regret that we do not have noise violations data to analyze, but Clery data is publicly available and based on reports made by DPS to the U.S. government. Federal law defines the violations contained in this table as “the number of persons referred for disciplinary action for violations of the law.”

**APPENDIX TABLE 3.9: Violations of the Law Referred for Disciplinary Action**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>On Campus</th>
<th>2016</th>
<th>2017</th>
<th>2018</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Weapons</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drug Abuse Violations</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>206</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liquor Law Violations</td>
<td>485</td>
<td>689</td>
<td>735</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Non Campus</th>
<th>2016</th>
<th>2017</th>
<th>2018</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Weapons</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drug Abuse Violations</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liquor Law Violations</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>139</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Brief Summary:

Our analysis shows that criminal drug and alcohol violations on campus far outstrip those off campus by USC DPS and/or LAPD. For both drug and alcohol violations, the number of on-campus referrals far outstrip those in the broader patrol zone of DPS. Whether this is formal or informal policy, the data here suggests that while enforcement has increased on campus (specifically in student housing, where most of these violations were located) over the three-year period (based on relevant data), both drug and alcohol enforcement has declined off campus from 2015-2018.
2) What percentage of calls to DPS involve welfare checks or other health-oriented matters?

In our assessment of DPS’s scope of work, we explored the amount of work that DPS does in this area. Appendix Table 3.10 shows the past five years of service calls in this area, and Appendix Table 3.11 shows the most frequent overall service calls that DPS receives. We note 2020 with an asterisk as the global pandemic likely had a significant impact on the figures for this year, since quarantine and the closure of campus lasted for approximately nine of 12 months.

**APPENDIX TABLE 3.10: DPS Health-Related Service Calls**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Service Call</th>
<th>2015</th>
<th>2016</th>
<th>2017</th>
<th>2018</th>
<th>2019</th>
<th>2020*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Medical Escort</td>
<td>426</td>
<td>312</td>
<td>253</td>
<td>838</td>
<td>1,190</td>
<td>1,009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illness Response</td>
<td>867</td>
<td>824</td>
<td>871</td>
<td>853</td>
<td>1,149</td>
<td>603</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Injury Response</td>
<td>556</td>
<td>422</td>
<td>439</td>
<td>495</td>
<td>562</td>
<td>235</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Welfare Check</td>
<td>559</td>
<td>583</td>
<td>583</td>
<td>865</td>
<td>1,022</td>
<td>689</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commitment to Mental Health for 72 hrs</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liquor Law Violations</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**APPENDIX TABLE 3.11: DPS Service Calls**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Service Call</th>
<th># of Calls</th>
<th>2015</th>
<th>2016</th>
<th>2017</th>
<th>2018</th>
<th>2019</th>
<th>2020*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Open/Close Door/gate</td>
<td>Count</td>
<td>16,237</td>
<td>19,021</td>
<td>20,374</td>
<td>21,977</td>
<td>20,641</td>
<td>18,889</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>%</td>
<td>49%</td>
<td>57%</td>
<td>60%</td>
<td>67%</td>
<td>59%</td>
<td>70%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emergency Phone Activation</td>
<td>Count</td>
<td>1,147</td>
<td>973</td>
<td>1,312</td>
<td>1,747</td>
<td>1,845</td>
<td>1,341</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>%</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintenance Request (Non-Lighting)</td>
<td>Count</td>
<td>773</td>
<td>769</td>
<td>722</td>
<td>764</td>
<td>876</td>
<td>666</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>%</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Person Stuck in Elevator</td>
<td>Count</td>
<td>165</td>
<td>261</td>
<td>207</td>
<td>231</td>
<td>212</td>
<td>124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Animal Control Problem</td>
<td>Count</td>
<td>147</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>159</td>
<td>119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emergency Phone Maintenance Request</td>
<td>Count</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lights Out</td>
<td>Count</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Translator Service</td>
<td>Count</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Party/Event Shut Down</td>
<td>Count</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>86</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**APPENDIX TABLE 3.12: Attendance for February 2021 Community Co-Design Sessions**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subcommittee Topic</th>
<th>Session 1</th>
<th>Session 2</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Scope of Work</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Race and Identity Profiling</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interactions with the Public</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Best Practices</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neighborhood/Community Engagement</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DPS Officer Session</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Brief Summary:**

We combined the above data with what was provided to us by DPS about budget and personnel allocations. We noted that major increases in budget expenditures to LAPD and leadership team expansion did not correspond to the data with regard to the kinds of calls that DPS is currently fielding. The kinds of questions we were able to ask with this level of data transparency are similar to those an independent oversight body would ideally ask, as well to ensure that wise spending decisions are getting USC the greatest return on its investment.

3. Community Co-Design Session Attendance

As we’ve noted throughout our report, attendance at our co-design sessions was a very important piece of our co-design process. Our co-design sessions were held via Zoom over a two-week period in February 2021. Although some DPS officers and former law enforcement attended these sessions, we also offered a co-design session in early April exclusively for DPS officers. Each 90-minute session featured three sections of questions, including a specific time slot for questions specific to each of the topics listed below, which corresponded to our subcommittee assignments. Although we announced specific themes, we explicitly let people join any of the sessions to talk about any topic important to them with regard to DPS and public safety more generally. We then conducted an analysis using Dedoose qualitative software to ensure that every subcommittee got the data relevant to their subcommittee assignment regardless of which session that data emanated from. Appendix Table 3.12 reveals the different sessions and the attendance for each session.

While the most frequent category of participant was USC staff, we had a strong turnout from students and neighbors who are unaffiliated with USC. Six staff participants identified as having grown up in the community, and 143 of our participants were neighbors, a rate of 22 percent participation in our conversations by people who care deeply about their neighborhood.

**4. Summary of CAB Website Comments**

We received a number of comments posted anonymously to our website by students and staff. These comments were folded into our overall analysis and deemed away from the comments shared in the community co-design sessions. There are a variety of reasons for this possibility, but we accepted the comments as equally valuable to our process, as they represented a view we did not necessarily hear elsewhere.

Several students (both anonymous and identified by their first name) were concerned that the CAB had been set up to be “politically correct” or to “defund DPS.” They were generally supportive of DPS and worried that the CAB would somehow seek to abolish DPS. We placed the legal analysis that we did of the possibility of abolition prominently in the early parts of the report to clarify both the legal facts and to be clear that the abolition/defund side of the spectrum was one of several perspectives we heard.

We also received a suggestion from an alumnus that DPS officers should, in essence, convert into sworn peace officers to lessen reliance on LAPD, which has slower response times. That was the only suggestion of its kind among the data we gathered, though we want to report it here in the interest of full transparency. We also had a staff person suggest that we ensure we keep an international perspective, given the increased international status of our students. This was one of two occasions where international students were specifically mentioned, so again while we did not develop recommendations that directly speak to their experience, we did not receive clear, generalizable data that would have empowered us to do so.

Last but not least, we did receive some feedback from our neighbors, who were able to rely on DPS for support when LAPD refused to respond to a threatening individual. They, along with others discussed here, were more likely to favor lessening reliance on LAPD, which has slower response times. That was the only suggestion of its kind among the data we gathered, though we want to report it here in the interest of full transparency.
On the advice of members of the Provost Council, we conducted an analysis of publicly available information about eight peer institutions. Peer institutions were selected for their similarity in size, their institutional status (7 of 8 are private comprehensive universities) and their medical facilities as well as university infrastructure (8 of 8 have medical schools serving at least partially urban populations).

The peer institutions were selected from among the largest metropolitan statistical areas (MSAs) in the country, including New York, Los Angeles and Chicago. The fourth MSA includes Washington, D.C., another racially diverse urban area.

Appendix Table 4.1 shows the institutions, their locations and enrollments as of 2018, the latest year for which comparative Clery Act data are available.

**APPENDIX TABLE 4.1. Peer Institutions Selected for Analysis**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Institution (Accreditation)</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Sworn Officers?</th>
<th>Enrollment</th>
<th>Public/Private?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Columbia University</td>
<td>New York City (New York-Newark-Jersey City MSA)</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>31,077</td>
<td>Private</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northwestern University</td>
<td>Evanston, Illinois (Chicago-Naperville-Egin, Ill. MSA)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>22,127</td>
<td>Private</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NYU (CALEA)</td>
<td>New York, NY (New York-Newark-Jersey City MSA)</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>51,847</td>
<td>Private</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UCLA</td>
<td>Los Angeles (Los Angeles-Long Beach-Anaheim MSA)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>44,537</td>
<td>Private</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Chicago (CALEA)</td>
<td>Chicago (Chicago-Naperville-Egin, Ill. MSA)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>17,002</td>
<td>Private</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USC</td>
<td>Los Angeles (Los Angeles-Long Beach-Anaheim MSA)</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>47,310</td>
<td>Private</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

With regard to rates of crimes, peer institutions have similar rates of violent crimes like murder and assault, though it is essential to note that 2018 is also the year UNC reported many previous sexual assaults due to the George Tyndall case.

The Department of Education's [comparisons website](https://www2.ed.gov/about/offices/list/ope/clery/universityحريةactivation-link) makes institutional comparisons available across a single year, so the Clery Act data presented below provides a snapshot of a particular year and is not illustrative of a trend.

We analyzed this data to confirm that these institutions are dealing with similar issues of crime, and the next three charts provide some detail in this regard.

---

1 Prepared by Ange-Marie Hancock Alfaro, PhD, with the assistance of Lauren Brown, PhD, Jamal Cuellar, MA, and Nancy Hernandez, BA
Appendix Chart 4.1 shows only one murder or manslaughter crime throughout 2018 for any of the eight institutions (University of Chicago). This chart also reveals some location-based effects: Los Angeles has greater aggravated assault reports than either Chicago, New York, or Washington, D.C. This is the first foundation of our claim that violent crime rates are generally low in and around these campuses; on the order of 3 percent, we were quoted, for USC.

APPENDIX CHART 4.1

Appendix Chart 4.2 shows the same analysis for violent sexual and relational crimes. As a reminder, for 2018 USC’s numbers reflect the outsize impact of gynecologist George Tyndall. Without that spike in reporting (but also in full recognition of the harm it represents), USC is similar to its peer institutions with regard to sexual and relational violent crimes.

APPENDIX CHART 4.2

Appendix Chart 4.3 shows the comparison among peer institutions for property and other crimes. To be sure, robbery, motor vehicle theft and arson are all crimes that can be prosecuted. It is clear here that USC has higher incidences of theft than its peer institutions.

APPENDIX CHART 4.3

Given the comparatively low incidences of crime across all but two categories, we are confident that these institutions are reasonable comparator institutions for our analysis. We proceed now to the two main questions we analyzed, which focused on data and policy transparency.

1. Stops Data Transparency

As we noted in the main body of the report, several peer institutions publicly report their stop data annually. We elected not to choose whether they are mandated by the state to do so as the foundation for making our recommendation. That is a question of the “old” USC of doing the least we are obligated to do. Instead, we focused on simply attending to whether the institutions report. Appendix Table 4.2 reveals the results of our analysis to date.

APPENDIX TABLE 4.2. Peer Institutions Data Transparency Table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Institution</th>
<th>Stops Data Available Online?</th>
<th>Permanent Oversight Committee?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Columbia University</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgetown University</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>George Washington University</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northwestern University</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NYU</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UCLA</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Chicago</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USC</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Not yet</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Brief summary:
Four of eight campus safety agencies report their stops data publicly. We note that some may be mandated by law to do so; there is some variation in how detailed the provided data is.

2. Policy Transparency
We also explored whether these peer institutions had transparency about their policies — whether it was a “use of force” policy, a “know your rights” policy or information about how and who they hire as officers. We acknowledge and respect the conventional practice of keeping certain aspects of safety confidential in order to preserve a tactical advantage over those who might intend us harm. However, we also find that USC is overly cautious in this area; similarly situated institutions like the University of Chicago, Northwestern University, Georgetown University and George Washington University all provide publicly available reporting beyond federally mandated Clery Act reports. We note especially Northwestern, which in the past month has taken the step of publishing an annual report that reveals 10 years of budget and staffing information. Appendix Table 4.3 shows a variety of additional information our peer institutions share.

**APPENDIX TABLE 4.3 Policy Transparency Comparison Among Peer Institutions**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Institution</th>
<th>Transparency Beyond Clery</th>
<th>Item 1</th>
<th>Item 2</th>
<th>Item 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Columbia University</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Use of force policy</td>
<td>Officer training</td>
<td>DPS staff demographics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgetown University</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Stops data</td>
<td>List of officers who’ve completed anti-bias training</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>George Washington University</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Stops data</td>
<td>Annual statistics review (calls, officer complaints)</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northwestern University</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Stops data</td>
<td>Budget and staffing</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NYU</td>
<td>No</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UCLA</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>U.C. system-wide crime report</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Chicago</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Stops data</td>
<td>Field interviews</td>
<td>Hiring questionnaires (sworn/non-sworn)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USC</td>
<td>No</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**APPENDIX 5: CALENDAR OF MEETINGS**

**CAB MEETINGS (18)**
- September 18
- September 25
- October 9
- October 23
- November 6
- December 4
- January 8
- January 22
- February 5
- February 26
- March 5
- March 19
- March 26
- April 2
- April 9
- April 16
- April 30
- May 14

**STAKEHOLDER FEEDBACK SESSIONS (8)**
- April 19 – Graduate Student Government
- April 20 – Undergraduate Student Government
- April 21 – Academic Senate
- April 22 – Provost Council
- April 23 – President’s Senior Leadership Team
- April 27 – Community/Neighborhood
- April 30 – Staff Assembly

**KITCHEN CABINET**
- December 9
- January 14
- February 25
- March 25
- April 29

**PILOT CONVERSATIONS (8)**
- November 10 – Staff and Faculty
- November 11 – Students and Neighbors
- November 17 – Staff and Faculty
- November 18 – Neighbors and Students

**CO-DESIGN PUBLIC SAFETY SESSIONS (11)**
- February 8 – Scope of DPS
- February 9 – Race and Identity Profiling
- February 10 – DPS Interactions with the Public
- February 11 – Best Practices for Campus Public Safety
- February 12 – Community Engagement
- February 16 – Scope of DPS
- February 17 – Race and Identity Profiling
- February 18 – DPS Interactions with the Public
- February 19 – Best Practices for Campus Public Safety
- February 20 – Community Engagement
- April 7 – DPS Officers

*The April 29th meeting of the Kitchen Cabinet was the eighth feedback session we hosted.*
Our approach in this process has been one that is consistent with participatory action research.\[1\] We have specifically decentered institutional and organizational narratives about how DPS functions and works in order to understand the informal ways that different parts of our community experience DPS on a day-to-day basis.

Together with participatory action research, intersectionality helped us design an independent approach to understanding what we were learning and, as importantly, to respecting the time and effort of those who participated enough to allow them opportunities to clarify their thoughts or push us further by grounding truthing what we heard and learned prior to finalizing our thoughts in this report. Over the past 30 years, intersectionality has emerged as a key analytical framework for understanding how power dynamics affect people’s interactions with institutional systems like law enforcement.\[2\] Long misunderstood, intersectionality is an approach to understanding complex situations in ways that are nonreductive and avoid re-traumatization.

Our research design followed most of the key questions asked in intersectionality-based policy analysis.\[3\] The two sets of questions, descriptive and transformative, allow us to simultaneously embrace a universal goal without erasing the specificity of various groups’ experiences within the broader USC ecosystem.

The descriptive questions allowed us to view the data we were provided, the data we collected and the publicly available data with an eye towards balancing the universal and the specific:

**DESCRIPTIVE:**
1. What knowledge, values and experiences do you bring to this area of policy analysis?
2. What is the policy “problem” under consideration?
3. How have representations of the “problem” come about?
4. How are groups differentially affected by this representation of the “problem”?
5. What are the current policy responses to the “problem”?

We next moved to the transformative questions, which allowed us to create a horizon of opportunities to transform how we envision community safety:

**TRANSFORMATIVE:**
6. What inequities actually exist in relation to the problem?
7. Where and how can interventions be made to improve the problem?
8. What are feasible short, medium, and long term solutions?
9. How will proposed policy responses reduce inequities?

We are hopeful that these remaining transformative questions will get taken up by a future independent oversight body as we recommend in the report:
10. How will implementation and uptake be assured?
11. How will you know if inequities have been reduced?
12. How has the process of engaging in intersectionality-based policy analysis transformed:
   a. Your thinking about relations and structures of power and inequity?
   b. The ways in which you and others engage in the work of policy development, implementation and evaluation?
   c. Broader conceptualizations, relations and effects of power asymmetry in the everyday world?

---


Representatives: (First row from left): Academic: Ange-Marie Hancock Alfaro (Co-Chair), Erroll Southers (Co-Chair), Jody Armour, Rebecca Lonergan; (Second row from left): Staff: Tiffany G. Andalon, Erika H. Chesley, Kristi Dawn Calpasso, Beth Shuster, Michele G. Turner; (Third row from left): Neighborhood: Dr. Ben Garcia, Gindy Ramirez De La Cruz, Skipp Townsend; Students: Chris Perez, Nehar Ketkar; (Fourth row from left): Brandon McFarlin, At-Large: Danny J. Bakewell, Jr., Robert A. Hernandez, Robert M. Saltzman, not pictured, Julie Bung; (Fifth row from left): Ex-Officio: Samuel Garrison, Beong-Soo Kim, Catherine Spear, John L. Thomas, David W. Wright
We are grateful for all the assistance and willingness to collaborate we received from everyone who was willing to speak with us in some way—confidentially, in a one-on-one interview, during one of our group sessions and to provide feedback. As we noted at the start of the report, we want to especially thank President Carol Folt for being willing to allow us to ask the difficult, sometimes “impolite” questions that will ultimately make USC a safer and more inclusive space.

We also want to thank the following people who made our process and report better. We cannot repay the favor but hope that our shared work will move us forward toward a brighter future for all of us.
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